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INTRODUCTION
The intent of this directory is to list all of the companies (other than oil and gas producers) involved
in mining, processing, and manufacturing mineral products in Illinois. Maps (figs. 1 , 2a, 2b) show
the distribution of sand and gravel pits and stone quarries. Detailed information on crude oil and
natural gas producers in Illinois can be found in the Illinois Oil and Gas Association's Tri-State Oil
Men's Directory (Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky) (13 Main Street, Mount Vernon, Illinois 62864) and the
Illinois State Geological Survey's Monthly Report of Oil and Gas Drilling in Illinois. Company
information has been updated and many closed locations eliminated. Telephone numbers were not
obtained for all the operations.
Information about operations listed has been gathered from the U.S. Bureau of Mines; Illinois
Manufacturer's Directory; Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT); Illinois Department of Mines
and Minerals Annual Coal, Oil and Gas Report; Keystone Coal Industry Manual; and the staff of
the Illinois State Geological Survey.
To facilitate locating Illinois mineral producers, the directory lists them by county, company name,
and commodity.
The commodity list is organized alphabetically, first by commodity, then by county, and then by
producers within each county. Throughout the commodity list, the three-digit number following the
county name is the county number. Under sand and gravel and stone, however, three additional
numbers are given, as explained below. The "remarks" line gives the types of mineral products that
may be available, as well as other information. For coal mines, "remarks" is replaced by "mine
type." The "rock units" line identifies the geologic formation mined in Illinois (table 1). It does not
apply to mineral processing or manufacturing plants.
In the sand and gravel and stone sections of the commodity list, the six-digit numbers following the
county names were taken from IDOT, Division of Highways, Bulletin 23, Sources and Producers of
Aggregate for Highway Construction in Illinois (unpublished revision of July 30, 1991). The
producer/supplier code numbers are defined as follows: the first three numbers are the unique
county numbers, the fourth number identifies the aggregate sources as sand and gravel pits (0) or
crushed stone quarries (2), and the last two numbers identify the particular pit or quarry within
each county. For example:
201 - 023
23 identifies a specific pit within the county,
identifies the aggregate source as a sand and gravel pit (fig. 1),
201 is the county number for Winnebago County.
201 - 223
—23 identifies a specific quarry within the county,
— 2 identifies the aggregate source as a crushed stone quarry (fig. 2b),
— 201 is the county number for Winnebago County.
Sand and gravel pits are shown on figure 1 , and crushed stone quarries and mines are shown on
figures 2a and 2b. The term "quarry" is used in the stone section to designate those aggregate
sources in which bedrock formations consisting of limestone, dolomite, and sandstone must be
drilled and blasted before the rock can be crushed and sized into various products. The term "pit"
1
is used in the sand and gravel section to designate those aggregate sources in which essentially
unconsolidated deposits of sand and gravel with lesser amounts of silt and clay-size material can
be excavated, crushed, and sized into various products without drilling and blasting. Because of
the many quarry and pit sites in Illinois, all information in the lists and maps must be considered
subject to change and frequent revision. Some sites are active only sporadically or may be
operated with portable equipment. Quarries and pits operated by county highway departments or
township road commissions do not sell aggregate to the general public, but they may submit
samples to IDOT laboratories for physical testing.
In the sand and gravel and stone sections, the remarks line gives the construction aggregate
products that may be available (IDOT, Bulletin 23, unpublished revision of July 30, 1991). In the
sand and gravel section, the remarks line contains a brief description of these products. If only
"sand" or "sand and gravel" is given in the remarks lines, then specific products, other than pit run
material that may be available, are not known.
In the stone section, the remarks line may contain a series of letters, which refer to products (table
2). The terms "gravel" and "coarse aggregate" refer to materials that are too large to pass through
a no. 4 mesh sieve (4.75-mm or 0.187-inch square openings). The terms "sand" and "fine
aggregate" refer to materials that are small enough to pass through a no. 4 mesh sieve, but are
too large to pass through a no. 200 mesh sieve (0.075-mm or 0.0029-inch square openings).
Various coarse (CA) and fine (FA) construction aggregate products are defined according to their
size in Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction, (IDOT, Springfield, Illinois),
adopted October 1, 1983. This book also defines four coarse and fine aggregate product groups
according to their physical properties:
• Class A aggregate products are suitable for use in portland cement concrete.
• Class B aggregate products are suitable for use in Class I interstate highway-
quality bituminous concrete paving and base courses.
• Class C aggregate products are suitable for use in lower-quality bituminous
concrete paving and base courses, and seal and cover.
• Class D aggregate products are suitable for use in water-bound macadam surface
materials, base courses, shoulder fill, and other low-grade uses.
Information on product availability at each site is intended to be representative of what may be
available and does not guarantee what products are actually available or their quality.
Table 1 Stratigraphic units mined
Stratigraphic units are listed in order of increasing age. For the Quaternary System, the vertical
listing of stratigraphic names may be misleading because several of these were probably deposited
at the same time but in different places. For more information on these and other rock units that






Cahokia Alluvium (may be partly Holocene)
Grayslake Peat (may be partly Holocene)


























Millersville Limestone Member (central and southern Illinois),
known as Livingston Limestone Member in eastern Illinois,
known as La Salle Limestone Member in northern Illinois





Danville (No. 7) Coal Member
Herrin (No. 6) Coal Member
Briar Hill (No. 5A) Coal Member
Springfield (No. 5) Coal Member


































































Table 2 Limestone and dolomite products*
A Class A — coarse-grain concrete aggregate
B Class A — fine-grain concrete aggregate
C Class B — coarse-grain bituminous aggregate
D Class B — fine-grain bituminous aggregate
E Class B — blend sand
F Class B — mineral fillers
G Class C — coarse and fine bituminous aggregate (either one or both)
H Class C — seal and cover
I Class D — base materials (type A)






P Dolomitic lime (dead-burned dolomite, high-magnesium lime)





V Desulfurization stone or lime
W Finely ground limestone or dolomite. Products may include mineral fillers, agstone, stone
sand, rock dust, feeding calcium, dairy barn powder, lawn and garden lime, limestock, and
poultry grit.
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Figure 2b Stone quarries in the seven-county area of
northwestern Illinois (enlarged inset from figure 2a).
ILLINOIS MINERAL PRODUCERS, BY COUNTY
COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
stone 95
stone 96
sand, gravel, stone 49,96
sand, gravel 49
sand 50






















































CALCIUM CARBONATE CO. DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
CENTRAL STONE CO.
MAAS, V.H. TRUCKING CO.
MILL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL




LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
UNIMIN SPECIALTY MINERALS, INC.
BUEHNE QUARRY CO., INC.
KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL
McCASLAND SAND CO.
PRUITT SAND & GRAVEL
RICHARDS BRICK CO.
BELVIDERE SAND & STONE CO.
CORDRAY BROTHERS
KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
LAWRENCEVILLE QUARRY CO.
LEE, CHARLES & SON
MEYER MATERIALS CO.
ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL
SCHLICHTING & SONS EXCAVATION INC.




BUREAU COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.
KEWANEE READY MIX
LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
MOLINE CONSUMERS
THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.




WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL




WEST LAKE QUARRY & MATERIAL CO.
DOTY & HOFFMAN






COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE















CHAMPAIGN BUILDERS SAND CO.
LEHIGH PAVING CO.
MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL












CHRISTIAN AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
BREUEL & BREEZE
COMMONWEALTH EDISON














CLARK CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS














CLINTON BOND COUNTY MATERIALS, SUB. HOEFFKEN BROTHERS sand, gravel
BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL CO. sand, gravel






COLES CHARLESTON STONE CO.
DIEPHOLZ GRAVEL PIT
MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL
DIV. JOHNSTON RD BUILDERS,










COOK ACME STEEL CO.





CHICAGO FIRE BRICK CO.
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
ERIE GLASS MFG. CO., INC.
FRENZER, HENRY, INC.
GLOBE-AMERADA GLASS CO.
ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
INTERLAKE, INC.
JOHNSON GLASS & PLASTICS CORP.
LTV STEEL CO.
MARBLEHEAD LIME CO., DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
MARSCO MFG. CO.
MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
NORTHWEST MATERIAL
























































lime, stone 48, 100
fly ash 43
sand, gravel 56








sand, gravel, stone 57, 100
stone 100











REPUBLIC ENGINEERING STEEL, INC.
S & S SAND COMPANY
SILBRICO CORP.
UNION CHEMICALS DIV.
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.
UNO-VEM CO.
VULCAN MATERIALS CO.
CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
LAWRENCE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
MARATHON OIL CO.
ILLINOIS REFINING DIV.
NOBLITT SAND & GRAVEL CO.
TURNER SAND & GRAVEL INC.
UNION CARBIDE CORP.
C & H GRAVEL CO.
SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
TOLEDO GRAVEL CO.
FLOIT SAND & GRAVEL
LARSON, E., INC.
MACKLIN BROS., INC.




U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.





















FAYETTE ATCHLEY SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
BURTSCHI SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DUGAN SAND & GRAVEL
HICKS STONE QUARRY
HUNT PIT
NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL























FORD GIBSON MATERIALS CO.
KLB SAND & GRAVEL
SMITH SAND & GRAVEL















FULTON CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
DOWNING, L. GRAVEL PIT




































































MID STATE COAL CO.
OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
PAVING MATERIALS CO.
SAND HILL SAND & GRAVEL
SUSHI SAND & GRAVEL
DELTA MATERIALS CO.
J. & A. AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY
JADER FUEL CO., INC.
PEABODY COAL CO.






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
NETTLE CREEK SAND





O'NEAL, R. L. & SONS
RAINBOW STONE, LTD.
WRIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
DRAVO BASIC MATERIALS CO.
HARDIN COUNTY MATERIALS CO.
HASTIE MINING & TRUCKING CO.
OZARK-MAHONING CO.





COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING INC.
JOHNSON, CLYDE
LUNDY, W. E.













COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
JACKSON CENTRAL ILLINOIS PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GORDON AND PRICE, INC.










JASPER NEWTON MATERIALS CO.
JEFFERSON CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.






















































CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.
E. & E. HAULING
ELGIN MATERIALS CO.
ELMHURST CHICAGO STONE
FELTES SAND & GRAVEL CO.
FOX RIVER STONE
FRASZ EXCAVATING
THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.
KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC.
MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.
DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
MEYER MATERIAL CO.
ROAD MATERIAL CORP.
SMITH COLOR CO., GEORGE B.
VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
ACCURATE MATERIAL & CONSTRUCTION
AZZARELLI CONSTRUCTION CO.
EASTERN ILLINOIS CLAY CO.













































































KENDALL AVERY GRAVEL CO., INC.
CENTRAL LIMESTONE CO.
FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
FOX RIDGE STONE CO.
HAFENRICHTER GRAVEL CO.
OTTO MACHINE CO.
THOM GRAVEL & EXCAVATING
KNOX ABINGDON ROCK CO.
BRIGGS, A. JIM WALTER CO.
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
WEAST SAND AND GRAVEL
LAKE AGGREGATE, INC.














SPRUCE LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
THELEN SAND & GRAVEL




ILLINOIS CEMENT CO., SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
LA SALLE COUNTY ASPHALT
LIBBY-OWENS-FORD CO., LOF GLASS DIV.




OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC., GLASS CONTAINERS DIV.
PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
SPICER GRAVEL CO.
STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
THATCHER GLASS CORP.
UNIMIN CORPORATION
U.S. SILICA CO., OTTAWA SILICA DIV.
UTICA STONE CO.
WEDRON SILICA CO.
WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL




LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.












































clay products, clay 35,36
glass products 45
































STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
VALLEY VIEW INDUSTRIES
VULCAN MATERIALS
CULUNAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
GROVES, S. J. & SONS
LAURENS-PIERCE, DIV. OF INDIAN HEAD, INC.
LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
LOGAN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.




FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
HAEGER POTTERIES OF MACOMB INC






D & Z TRANSFER INC.
GAVERS SAND & GRAVEL
GLACIER LAKES SAND AND GRAVEL




DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
MEYER MATERIAL CO.
O'LEARY BROTHERS
PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL
PLOTE, INC.
RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL
ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
SPRING LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
TONYAN BROTHERS
VULCAN MATERIALS CO.

















clay, sand, gravel, stone 36,70, 110



















































DECATUR SAND & GRAVEL CO.
OAKLEY SAND & GRAVEL
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
VULCAN MATERIALS
FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.






CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
GRANITE CITY GLASS CO.
GRANITE CITY STEEL, DIV. NATIONAL STEEL CORP.
ILLINOIS POWER CO.
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
LOHR, C. M. INC.
MISSISSIPPI LIME CO.




ST LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS COINC




MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
POIGNANT, LEROY
WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL




MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
MAY, LINDELL
METROLPOLIS READY MIX















































DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
MENARD COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
MERCER COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
MERCER COUNTY STONE & COAL
COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.














COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
MONTGOMERY CENTRAL ILLINOIS POWER
CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
DOUBLE D GRAVEL INC.
HILLSBORO GLASS CO.
SUB OF HIRAM WALKER & SONS
MATERIAL SERVICE CORP.


























BENESH, STEVE & SONS
BUTLER, FRANK CO.




Mcknight sand & gravel
macklin bros., inc.
mount morris stone co.
ogle county highway dept.
oregon stone inc.
pine creek rock co.
rail rock, inc.
rochelle stone & asphalt co.
div. len troveno construction co.
rock cut quarries
rogers, r., trucking







CANTON CONCRETE, SUB LIVERPOOL MATERIALS CO.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
CHIPMAN CONSTRUCTION CO.
GALENA ROAD GRAVEL INC.
ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
JOOS, R. E. EXCAVATING CO.
KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
LONG ROCK STONE CO.
PEORIA BLACKTOP, INC.
RIVERSIDE MATERIALS, INC.
SOUTHPORT SAND & GRAVEL























sand, gravel, stone 78, 114


























COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE
PIATT GILBERT BROTHERS, INC.
GILBERT, STEVE, TRUCKING
MONTICELLO QUALITY SAND
















ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
KELLY, CHARLES
KERR GLASS MFG. CORP.
LACEY & BAUER ROCK QUARRY





JAN STONE ENTERPRISES, INC.
MASSAC COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
AMERICAN COLLOID, ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCT, INC.
COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.
LOWE, EDWARD, INDUSTRIES INC.
MOSES, SAM
MOUND CITY SAND CO.
PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
BOEHM BROTHERS INC.
LTV STEEL CO.
OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO.
PRODUCTION ENG. PROD.
STRUNK BROTHERS
WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
ZELLMER, HENRY ENTERPRISES





SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
ZEIGLER COAL CO.






FALLS SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY
PFIZER INC., MINERAL PIGMENTS & METALS DIV.
QUALITY STONE CO., INC.
SUPERIOR SAND CO.
sand, gravel, stone 80, 115












clay, clay products 35,37
stone 117




















sand, stone 83, 117









COUNTY COMPANY PRODUCT PAGE















SANGAMON BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
FREESEN, INC.
GROVES, S. J. & SONS
HOWARD, SAM
SANGAMON VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
SOLOMON GRIND-CHEM SERVICE INC

















SCHUYLER BLACK BEAUTY COAL CO.
COAL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
GENERAL PURPOSE ROCK CO.
HAMMITT, ED C
LEVERTON COMPANY


































SHELBY PROSSER, G. W. CO.
S & V STONE QUARRY
SHELBY SAND & GRAVEL













STEPHENSON BARKER DIGGING & QUARRY
CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COX, R. E. CONSTRUCTION, INC.
DILLON LIMESTONE CO..INC
ECONOMY EXCAVATING CO.
LOBDELL SAND AND GRAVEL
REES CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL




























TAZEWELL AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHTS
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.


































DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
NASH, H. M.
NATIONAL GRAVEL CO. INC.
PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL
SAND VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL
ALLENDALE GRAVEL CO.
AMAX COAL CO.
AULVIN, GEO. SAND & GRAVEL






AULVIN, GEO. SAND & GRAVEL
O'DANIELS TRUCKING CO.
WHITE COUNTY COAL CO.
BUTLER, FRANK CO.






NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
QUALITY READY MIX




AMERICAN FLY ASH CO.
AVERY GRAVEL CO.











DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
MOBIL OIL CORP.




































sand, gravel, stone 90, 123
sand, gravel, stone 90, 123
sand 90
sand, gravel 90








petroleum, sulfur 49, 128
sand 91
22



















sand, gravel, stone 92 124
stone 125
sand, gravel, stone 92, 125

























UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA






SOUTHERN ILLINOIS POWER COOP
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS MINING CO.
BAUCH QUARRY PRODUCTS
BYRON MATERIAL SERVICE, DIV. OF BAECO, INC.
CHERRY VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL CORP
GREGORY-ANDERSON






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL
ROGERS MATERIAL SERVICE
SAHLSTROM BUILDING PRODUCTS INC.
SCHLICHTING & SONS EXCAVATION, INC.
VARIOUS PRODUCERS
WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
AMIGONI CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS CO.
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
KANSAS ROAD DISTRICT
MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
OLIO ROAD DISTRICT
PEORIA CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.




SPRING BAY ROAD DISTRICT
YERGLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.
23





AMERICAN COLLOID, ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCT, INC.















ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
ARNOLDS SAND PIT
ASPHALT SERVICES
ATCHLEY SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
AULVIN, GEO. SAND & GRAVEL





BARKER DIGGING & QUARRY
BARKER SAND CO.
BAUCH QUARRY PRODUCTS
BAUGH, E., EXCAVATING CO.
BELVIDERE SAND & STONE CO.






BLACK BEAUTY COAL CO.
BLUFF CITY MATERIALS
BOEHM BROTHERS INC.
BOND COUNTY MATERIALS, SUB HOEFFKEN BROTHERS
BOUGHTON, W. TRUCKING CO.
BREUEL & BREEZE
BRIGGS, A. JIM WALTER CO.
BROWN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
BROWN COUNTY STONE
BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
BUCKNER SAND PIT
BUEHNE QUARRY CO., INC.
BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL


















































































































LEE, OGLE, WHITESIDE sand, gravel, stone
OGLE, WINNEBAGO stone












FULTON, PEORIA, TAZEWELL fly ash
MONTGOMERY slag
CRAWFORD, JACKSON fly ash
MONTGOMERY, MORGAN
KENDALL stone









OGLE, STEPHENSON sand, gravel, stone
CLARK sand, gravel

















STEPHENSON sand, gravel, stone
KNOX, LOGAN, STARK,




BUREAU COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
BURLINGTON ROAD BUILDERS
BURTSCHI SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BUTLER, FRANK N., CO.
BYRON MATERIALS SERVICE, DIV OF BAECO, INC.
C. E. REFRACTORIES
C & H GRAVEL CO.
C. J. MATERIALS
CALCIUM CARBONATE CO., DIV J. M. HUBER CORP.
CALHOUN QUARRY
CALLENDER.V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO




CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.
CDT LANDFILL
CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS POWER






CHERRY VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL CORP




CLARK COUNTY, SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
CLEARWATER FARMS
COAL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
COAL VALLEY, INC.
COLLINSON STONE CO.
COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING INC.
COLUMBIA QUARRY CO.
COMMONWEALTH EDISON
CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.





COX, R. E. CONSTRUCTION, INC.
CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
CUTLER MINING CO.











DOUBLE D GRAVEL INC.
DOWNING, L. GRAVEL PIT
DRAVO BASIC MATERIALS CO.
DUCK ISLAND SAND AND GRAVEL CO
DUGAN SAND & GRAVEL
E & E HAULING
EAGLE CREEK QUARRIES CORP.









ERIE GLASS MFG. CO., INC.
EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
FALLS SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
FANSTEEL, INC.
FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
FATLAN TRUCKING CO.
FELTES SAND & GRAVEL CO.
FLOIT SAND & GRAVEL
FORRESTON CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS








GALENA ROAD GRAVEL INC.
GALENA STONE PRODUCTS
GARROW, L. S.
GAVERS SAND & GRAVEL




GLACIER LAKES SAND & GRAVEL
GLASSER GRAVEL CO.
GLOBE-AMERADA GLASS CO.
GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS, DIV.NATIONAL GYPSUM CO.
COUNTY PRODUCT
MACON sand, gravel
GALLATIN, MASSAC sand, gravel
COLES sand, gravel
















COOK, DU PAGE, KANE, WILL sand, gravel, stone
UNION sand
SALINE coal







KANE, KENDALL sand, gravel













LA SALLE sand, gravel, stone
McHENRY sand, gravel
SCHUYLER stone










GORDON AND PRICE, INC.
GRACE, W. R. & CO.
GRAND RAPIDS EXC.
GRANITE CITY GLASS CO.
GRANITE CITY STEEL, DIV NATIONAL STEEL CORP.
GRAY QUARRIES, INC.
GRAY'S MATERIALS SERVICE
GREAT AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL
GREGORY GRAVEL CO.
GREGORY-ANDERSON
GRIEBEL SAND & GRAVEL
GROSSO, JOHN
GROVES, S. J. & SONS
H
THE HAEGER POTTERIES, INC.
HAEGER POTTERIES OF MACOMB INC
HAFENRICHTER GRAVEL CO.
HAGAMAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
HAMANN EXCAVATING
HAMMITT, ED C
HARDIN COUNTY MATERIALS CO.
HARVARD READY MIX






















































































ILLINOIS CEMENT CO., SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
ILLINOIS POWER CO.
ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
ILLINOIS VALLEY ASPHALT CO.
ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR
ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.






































J & A AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY
JACKSON COUNTY SAND CO.
JADER FUEL CO., INC.












JOHNS-MANVILLE CORP., FIBER GLASS INSULATION DIV. LAKE
JOHNSON, CLYDE HENRY
JOHNSON GLASS & PLASTICS CORP. COOK
JOLIET FLAGSTONE CO. WILL
JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL WILL
















KERR GLASS MFG. CORP.
KERR-MCGEE COAL CORP.
KEWANEE READY MIX
KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL
KEYSON MATERIALS
KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
KINKAID STONE CO.
KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
KITCH SAND & GRAVEL CO.














































LACEY & BAUER ROCK QUARRY
LAKE COUNTY GRADING
LARSON, E., INC.
LA SALLE COUNTY ASPHALT
LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE, SUB MOLINE CONSUMER CO.
LAURENS-PIERCE, DIV OF INDIAN HEAD, INC.
LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
LAWRENCE GRAVEL CO.
LAWRENCE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE QUARRY CO.
LEE, CHARLES & SON
LEHIGH PAVING CO.
LEVERTON COMPANY
LIBBY-OWENS-FORD CO., LOF GLASS DIV.
LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
LIVINGSTON STONE CO.
LOBDELL SAND AND GRAVEL
LOGAN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
LOHR, C. M. INC.
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
LONG ROCK STONE CO.





































































LA SALLE clay products
MASSAC, POPE sand, gravel
COOK, GRUNDY, KANE, LOGAN,























BUREAU, HENRY, LA SALLE, sand, gravel,



















Mcknight sand & gravel
maas, v.h. trucking co.
macklin bros, inc.




marathon oil co., illinois refining div.





massac county highway dept.
material service corp.
div general dynamics corp.
mattoon sand & gravel
div johnston rd builders, inc
may, lindell
menard county highway dept.
mercer county highway dept.
mercer county stone & coal
metro east sand & supply
metropolis ready mix
meyer material co.
mid state coal co.
mid-america sand & gravel
midland terminal co.
midstate stone corp.
midwest sand & gravel co.
mill creek sand & gravel
miller & son construction co.
miller, w. l.
mississippi lime co.







div mid-america sand & gravel
morrison & beanoit
moses, sam
mound city sand co.
mt carmel sand & gravel
mount morris stone co.
mt vernon sand co.








NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
NESBITT, EDWIN
NETTLE CREEK SAND
THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.
NEWTON MATERIALS CO.
NOBLITT SAND & GRAVEL CO.
NOKOMIS QUARRY
NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL
NORTH CHICAGO REFINERY
NORTHWEST MATERIAL CO.
OAKLEY SAND & GRAVEL
O'DANIELS TRUCKING CO.
OGLE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
OLEARY BROTHERS
OLIO ROAD DISTRICT
O'NEAL, R. L. & SONS
OREGON STONE INC.
ORTON QUARRY
OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO.








PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
PEORIA BLACKTOP, INC.
PEORIA CONCRETE CONST. CO.
PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL
PETERSON SAND & GRAVEL
PFIZER INC.
MINERAL PIGMENTS & METALS DIV.
PHOENIX MINING INC.
PICKARD, INC.
PINE CREEK ROCK CO.
PITRUN SAND & GRAVEL





POWLEY SAND & GRAVEL CO., DIV. SENECA PE1
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.
PRAIRIE MATERIAL
PRINCE MFG CO., THE
PRODUCTION ENG. PROD.
PROSSER, G. W. CO.
PRUITT SAND & GRAVEL






















KENDALL, LA SALLE sand, gravel







LA SALLE glass products














WINNEBAGO sand, gravel, stone
OLEUM WOODFORD sand, gravel
LOGAN, MACON glass products
WILL stone











QUALITY SAND & GRAVEL CO.




REES CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
REGAL CHINA CO.
REICHERT TRUCKING
REIN, SCHULTZ & DAHL
RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL
RENNER QUARRIES, LTD.







ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO.
DIV. LEN TROVENO CONSTRUCTION CO.
ROCK CUT QUARRIES
ROCK RIVER READY MIX





RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.
S & S SAND COMPANY
S & V STONE QUARRY
SAHARA COAL CO.
SAHLSTROM BLDG. PRODUCTS INC.
ST LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS CO.INC
SALM TRUCKING CO.
SAND HILL SAND & GRAVEL
SAND VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL





SCHLICHTING & SONS EXCAVATION
SCHLIEPER BROTHERS





SHELBY SAND & GRAVEL, SUB. CENTRAL IL STONE CO., INC.
SHELL OIL CO.


























BOONE, WINNEBAGO sand, gravel, stone
OGLE, WINNEBAGO sand, gravel, stone
LAKE peat
MORGAN trench backfill sand
DE WITT, McLEAN sand, gravel



























SMITH COLOR CO., GEORGE B.
SMITH SAND & GRAVEL
SMITH, TUNNEY
SNODGRASS SAND
SOLOMON GRIND-CHEM SERVICE INC
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS MINING CO.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS POWER COOP
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS STONE
SOUTHPORT SAND & GRAVEL
SPECIFICATION STONE
SPICER GRAVEL CO.
SPRING BAY ROAD DISTRICT
SPRING LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
SPRINGFIELD CWL & P
SPRUCE LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
STARK'S DOWNS PIT
STARLINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
STEVERS SAND & GRAVEL CO.
STOECKER, INC.
STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
STRONG-LITE PRODUCTS CORP. OF ILLINOIS
STRUNK BROTHERS
STURTZ QUARRY CO.
SUGAR CAMP COAL CO.
SUPERIOR SAND CO.
SUSHI SAND & GRAVEL































































THELEN SAND & GRAVEL
THOM GRAVEL & EXCAVATING











































UNION CHEMICALS DIV., UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA
U S INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
DIV NATL DISTILLERS & CHEM.
U S SILICA CO., OTTAWA SILICA DIV.



























VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
VAN HERZEELE, P. G.
VAN-PACKER CO.





WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
WASTONE, INC.





WEST LAKE QUARRY & MATERIAL CO.
WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
WESTERN STONEWARE CO.
WHIPPLE, MERLE CO.
WHITE COUNTY COAL CO.
WIENEN, E. G. & SONS
WILSON, MITCHELL




WRIGHT SAND & GRAVEL
LIVINGSTON clay, sand, gravel,
stone
GREENE, JERSEY stone




HENRY, JO DAVIESS, KANKAKEE, LEE sand, gravel,
OGLE, PIKE, SCHUYLER, STEPHENSON, stone
WHITESIDE, WINNEBAGO
WILL sand, gravel
CLARK, COOK, KANKAKEE lime, sand,
LIVINGSTON, McHENRY, MACON, WILL gravel, stone
BUREAU, MARSHALL, PUTNAM sand, gravel
LEE stone
KNOX sand
LA SALLE industrial sand
MOULTRIE gravel
CARROLL, JO DAVIESS
OGLE, WHITESIDE sand, stone
GALLATIN sand
CALHOUN stone
BUREAU, GRUNDY, LA SALLE,
MARSHALL sand, gravel
Mcdonough, warren clay, clay products
BUREAU sand, gravel
WHITE coal





CARROLL, OGLE, STEPHENSON stone
HANCOCK sand, gravel



















SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.
P. O. BOX 57, BOHN ST.
ROSICLARE, IL 62982-9998
FLUORSPAR BYPRODUCT,
CONCENTRATE CIRCUIT SHUT DOWN
VALMEYERAN
PFIZER INC.
MINERAL PIGMENTS & METALS DIV.
2001 LYNCH AVE.










RT. 3 AND MONSANTO AVE.
SAUGET, IL 62201
















SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
P. O. BOX 442, LIBERTY ST.
LA SALLE, IL 61301-0442
LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
NORTH-CENTRAL REGION
ONE GREENWICH PLAZA
P. O. BOX 5050
GREENWICH, CT 06836
LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
DIXON-MARQUETTE CEMENT, INC.





MISSOURI PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
DIV. CEMENTIA HOLDINGS AG
BOX 4288
DAVENPORT, IA 52801
LA SALLE PLANT & QUARRY
LOCATION: 14 33N 1E
(815)224-2112
OGLESBY PLANT & QUARRY
PORTLAND AVE.
OGLESBY, IL 61348-0130




LOCATION: 27 22N 09E
(815)284-3357
JOPPA PLANT
2 Ml W. OF JOPPA
P. O. BOX 147, JOPPA
(618)543-7541







CLAY PRODUCTS (brick, tile, and other)
VAN-PACKER CO.
1 MILL ST.




P. O. BOX 828
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19482
HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC REF














CLAY PRODUCTS (brick, tile, and other), cont.
CHICAGO FIRE BRICK CO.
1467 N. ELSTON AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60602-2419




FIRE BRICK FOR LININGS












P. O. BOX 828
VALLEY FORGE, PA 19482
CASTABLES, MORTARS
MARSEILLES BRICK CO.
1401 BROADWAY, P.O. Box 306
MARSEILLES, IL 61341
COMMON & FACE BRICK








WEST END 9TH. ST.
STREATOR, IL 61364-9998
BUILDING & FACE BRICK
INC.









P. O. BOX 407
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025-1806
COMMON & FACE BRICK
AMERICAN COLLOID,
ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS DIV.
1500 WEST SHORE DR.













EDWARD LOWE INDUSTRIES INC.
300 AIRPORT ROAD
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701
ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS
OLMSTED PLANT

















CLAY PRODUCTS (china and refractory)










DIV. J. P. INDUSTRIES
801 N. MAIN ST., BOX 151
ABINGDON, IL 61410-1137





























DECORATED CHINAWARE, LAMP BASES, SPEC. BOTTLES
HAEGER POTTERIES OF MACOMB INC
DIV. HAEGER INDUSTRIES, INC.




P. O. BOX 710








































BUILDING & FACE BRICK
BOND, GLASFORD
EASTERN ILLINOIS CLAY CO.
499 S. CHICAGO ST.
ST. ANNE, IL 60964-9998
TILE (DRAIN.HOLLOW BLDG), COMMON BRICK
WEDRON
ILLINOIS CEMENT CO.
SUBSIDIARY OF CENTEX CORP.
P. O. BOX 442, LIBERTY ST.
LA SALLE, IL 61301-0442
PORTLAND CEMENT
LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
NORTH-CENTRAL REGION
ONE GREENWICH PLAZA
P. O. BOX 5050
GREENWICH, CT 06836
PORTLAND CEMENT
LA SALLE LIMESTONE & ASSOC. SHALE
STREATOR BRICK SYSTEMS, INC.
STREATOR DIV.
WEST END OF 9TH ST., BOX E
STREATOR, IL 61364-9998
BUILDING & FACE BRICK
CARBONDALE






P. O. BOX 710






EASTERN IL PIT & MILL
(815)427-8144
LA SALLE PLANT & QUARRY
LOCATION: 14 33N 1E
(815)224-2112
OGLESBY PLANT & QUARRY
PORTLAND AVE.
OGLESBY, IL 61348-0130





LOCATION: NE 30 27N 05E
(815) 358-2236
WELCH & BOOZ MINES
(309) 734-2161
36







ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS DIV.
1500 WEST SHORE DR.













ABSORBENT CLAY PRODUCTS DIV.
1500 WEST SHORE DR.





PIT 6 Ml. NE MOUNDS






EDWARD LOWE INDUSTRIES INC.
300 AIRPORT ROAD






















P. O. BOX 158
PAWNEE, IL 62558






















SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DIVISION OFFICE





OLD BEN #21 MINE
SESSER, IL 62884







SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DIVISION OFFICE





OLD BEN #24 MINE
BENTON, IL 62812








SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DIVISION OFFICE





OLD BEN #25 MINE, BOX 280
WEST FRANKFORT, IL 62896
LOCATION: 26 07S 03E
(618) 725-5456
37















SOUTHERN ILLINOIS DIVISION OFFICE





MID STATE COAL CO.





JADER FUEL CO., INC.




BRIAR HILL, DAVIS, DEKOVEN, HERRIN,
SPRINGFIELD COALS
OLD BEN #26 MINE
SESSER, IL 62884




LOCATION: 01 08N 03E
(309) 245-4055
JADER #4 MINE AND DOCK
EQUALITY, IL 62934


































SUGAR CAMP COAL CO./COAL MINERS, INC.












FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
P.O. BOX 100










FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
P.O. BOX 100











LOCATION: 17 10S 08E
(618)275-4342
REND LAKE MINE
BOX 566, SESSER, IL 62884
LOCATION: 30 04S 02E
(618) 625-2041
ORIENT #6 MINE, BOX 308
WALTONVILLE, IL 62894




LOCATION: 20 18N 03W
(217) 947-2685
CROWN II MINE
BOX 337, VIRDEN, IL 62690
LOCATION: 23 12N 06W
(217) 965-5461
38






FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
P.O. BOX 100




CROWN III MINE, BOX 259
FARMERSVILLE, IL 62533












#1 MINE, BOX 496
CARLINVILLE, IL 62626






FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
P.O. BOX 100





BOX 261, INDUSTRY, IL 61440















SUBSIDIARY OF ARCH MINERAL CORP.
200 N. BROADWAY
ST. LOUIS, MO 63102
(314) 994-2700
SURFACE MINE
DANVILLE, HERRIN, SPRINGFIELD COALS
ARCH OF ILLINOIS
SUBSIDIARY OF ARCH MINERAL CORP.
200 NORTH BROADWAY















HORSE CREEK MINE, BOX 299
PINCKNEYVILLE, IL 62274
LOCATION: 25 05S 04W
(618) 357-5383
BURNING STAR #2 MINE
BOX 654, DUQUOIN, IL 62832






















SUBSIDIARY OF ARCH MINERALS CORP.
200 NORTH BROADWAY





SUBSIDIARY OF ARCH MINERALS CORP.
200 NORTH BROADWAY




BURNING STAR #4 MINE
BOX 39, CUTLER, IL 62238










LOCATION: 08 06S 04W
(618)497-8333
39






































FREEMAN UNITED COAL MINING CO.
P.O. BOX 100



















































P. O. BOX 25861





DU QUOIN, IL 62832
LOCATION: 21 06S 02W
(618)542-2116
RIVER KING #6 MINE
R.R. 2, BOX 150
MARISSA, IL 62257
LOCATION: 09 04S 06W
(618) 443-2191
BALDWIN MINE
R.R. 2, BOX 150
MARISSA, IL 62257
LOCATION: 04 04S 06W
(618) 295-2385
SPARTAN MINE
BOX 1 , SPARTA, IL 62286
LOCATION: 21 04S 05W
(618) 758-2123
#11 MINE, BOX 456
R.R. 2, COULTERVILLE, IL 62237
LOCATION: 26 04S 05W
(618) 758-2395
BIG RIDGE




LOCATION: 10 09S 07E
(618) 253-7371
BRUSHY CREEK MINE
R.R. 2, BOX 74
GALATIA, IL 62935





LOCATION: 07 08S 06E
(618)268-6311
40














































INC. CEDAR CREEK MINE
BOX 349, RUSHVILLE, IL 62681












WABASH MINE, BOX 144
KEENSBURG, IL 62852















R.R. 1, BOX 135-D
MARISSA, IL 62257





























BOX 730, MARION, IL 62959

























LOCATION: 14,15 08S 04E
(618) 298-2394
41























UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA







P. O. BOX 223



























SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.





SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.





SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.









6.5 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: CENTER 10 11S 09E
(618) 285-6232
MINE NO. 1
5 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK












LOCATION: NE 11 13N 04W
42


































CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62701




CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62701




CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES
607 E. ADAMS ST.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62701
CENTRAL IL PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES





































CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT CO.
300 LIBERTY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61602












































































345 S. HIGH ST.
MUNCIE, IN 47302
GLASS CONTAINERS
ERIE GLASS MFG. CO., INC.
826 BUSSE HWY.




ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
FLAT GLASS WARE














109 N. BROAD ST.
LANCASTER, OH 43130
GLASS CONTAINERS, BOTTLES & JARS
BALL CORP.
345 S. HIGH ST.
MUNCIE, IN 47302
GLASS HOLLOW WARE, BOTTLES & CONTAINERS
JOHNS-MANVILLE CORP.







P. O. BOX 799







































PELTIER GLASS CO., THE
518 DE LEON ST.
OTTAWA, IL 61350














DIV. OF INDIAN HEAD, INC.
P. O. BOX 9
LAURENS, SC 29360
GLASS CONTAINERS
END OF WALNUT ST.
(815) 672-2951





























GRANITE CITY GLASS CO.
1746 EDISON AVE.


















SUB. OF HIRAM WALKER & SONS







ILLINOIS VALLEY GLASS & MIRROR
















GOLD BOND BUILDING PRODUCTS















UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
258 ELM ST.




1 Ml NE UTICA














UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
258 ELM ST.
NEW CAANAN, CT 06840
GLASS, FOUNDRY, ETC.
ST. PETER
UNIMIN CORP., ILLINOIS DIV.
258 ELM ST.
NEW CAANAN, CT 06840
GLASS, FOUNDRY, ETC.
ST. PETER
U.S. SILICA, OTTAWA DIV.






1 Ml S TROY GROVE









1/2 Ml W OTTAWA


































2 Ml SW SERENA
(815)433-2449
EASTSIDE SAND
2 Ml N MASON CITY












3 Ml SW MANITO














1 Ml W OREGON







THE PRINCE MFG CO.
700 LEHIGH ST.
BOWMANSTOWN, PA 18030
SMITH COLOR CO., GEORGE B.














IRON OXIDE PIGMENTS, cont.
PFIZER INC.
MINERALS PIGMENT & METALS DIV.
235 E. 42ND ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10017
SOLOMON GRIND-CHEM SERVICE INC

















13500 S. PERRY AVE.
RIVERDALE, IL 60627











11610 S. AVENUE O
CHICAGO, IL 60617






UNITED STATES STEEL CORP.
3426 E. 89TH ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60617









DIV. NATIONAL STEEL CORP.
P. O. BOX 365
20TH & STATE STREETS
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040 (61 8) 451 -3456
FLAT ROLLED STEEL, PIG IRON, COAL CHEMICALS
LTV STEEL CO.
RTE71, P.O. BOX 325
HENNEPIN, IL 61325 (815) 925-2125













LEAD, ZINC, AND SILVER
OZARK-MAHONING CO.
SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.





SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.





SUB. OF ATOCHEM NORTH AMERICA, INC.





6.5 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SW 9 11S09E
(618)285-6232
ANNABEL LEE




5 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK
LOCATION: SE 24 11S09E
(618) 285-6232
47






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LA SALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60601
HIGH CALCIUM QUICKLIME
S. CHICAGO LIME KILN







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LA SALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60601










500 W. PLAINFIELD RD., BOX 6
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525-3006
DOLOMITE FROM McCOOK QY.
McCOOK LIME KILN
DEPT. 540






U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO.
DIV. NATL. DISTILLERS & CHEM.
P.O. BOX 218, RTE 36 W
TUSCOLA, IL 61953-0218
PETROCHEMICAL PLANT























































RT.3, 13161 FENTON RD.
MORRISON, IL 61270




















STRONG-LITE PRODUCTS CORP. OF ILLINOIS

























CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.













CLARK OIL & REFINING CORP.
8530 W. NATIONAL AVE.
MILWAUKEE, Wl 53227
SHELL OIL CO.
WOOD RIVER MFG. COMPLEX
P. O. BOX 262





































1.5 Ml NW FALL CREEK
LOCATION: SW 21 03S 08W
(314) 735-4505
2 Ml W MARCELLINE











1.5 Ml NW FALL CREEK
LOCATION: SE 21 03S 08W
49
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





















LOCATION: SW 29 & 32 02S 08W
4 Ml E QUINCY








sand (class B),trench backfill
CAHOKIA, ALLUIVAL FAN
1.5 Ml NW FALL CREEK










3 Ml E QUINCY ON RT. 104












3.5 Ml SE POCAHONTAS






KEYESPORT SAND & GRAVEL
R. R. 1, BOX
KEYESPORT, IL 62253
sand (all classes) and gravel (class D)
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
PLANT 2
4.5 Ml W KEYESPORT






R. R. 4, BOX 7
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
trench backfill and sand (all classes)
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
OLD BOND CO. NO. 2
1.5 Ml N GREENVILLE














PRUITT SAND & GRAVEL





1.5 Ml E GREENVILLE
LOCATION: NW 07 05N 02W
OLD BOND CO. PIT
1 Ml N GREENVILLE






BELVIDERE SAND & STONE CO.




2 Ml E BELVIDERE









sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SPOTS PIT
3.25 Ml E BELVIDERE
LOCATION: SE 28 44N 04E
50
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION






P. O. BOX 5671
ROCKFORD, IL 61125
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MEYER PIT
2.5 Ml E BELVIDERE







580 WOLF ROAD, BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
DAVIS PIT
1 Ml W BELVIDERE






BROWN COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
MT. STERLING, IL 62353
sand and gravel
GLASFORD OUTWASH
.5 Ml E BENVILLE






701 S. W. CROSS
MT. STERLING, IL 62353
sand and gravel
GLASFORD OUTWASH
7 Ml S MT. STERLING











1 Ml NE LANGLEY











1 Ml W WALNUT





CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.





1 Ml S SEATONVILLE





CATTANI & SON GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 485
LADD, IL 61329
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SEATON PIT
.5 Ml NE DUPUE












1 Ml N TISKILWA






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.





3.5 Ml W DEPUE






LA SALLE COUNTY PORTABLE
SUB. MOLINE CONSUMER CO.






1.5 Ml NW BUREAU XT
LOCATION: NW 07 15N 10E
(815) 433-1607
ILLINOIS GEOLOGICAL
JUL 3 01993 SURVEY LIBRARY
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION








sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
C. RAWSON PIT
1 Ml W BUREAU JUNO






QUALITY SAND & GRAVEL QUARRY
P.O. BOX 627
WALNUT, IL 61376
sand (classes A,B & C) gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
FRITZ PIT
5 Ml E NORMANDY








sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
YUCAS PIT
1 Ml SW SEATONVILLE











2 Ml E TISKILWA












2.5 Ml NW ARLINGTON






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SCHAFER PIT
2 Ml NW DOVER






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
sand and gravel (class C & D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
RESOR PIT
2 Ml. NW BUREAU JUNCTION






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DICK NELSON PIT
1 Ml NW WALNUT












3 Ml SW OHIO






WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SCHAFFER PIT
3 Ml NE BUDA






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
R.R. 1, BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
sand and gravel
WEDRON OUTWASH
1 .5 Ml E LADD VALLEY
LOCATION: SW 12 16N 11E
(815) 664-2341
52
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
R.R. 1, BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
sand (classes A & B), gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SITTERLY PIT
1 Ml N SPRING VALLEY












2 Ml SW MANLIUS










G. MC CABLE PIT
4 Ml N MINERAL







R.R. 3, BOX 29A
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
3 Ml. N THOMSON







R. R. 2, BOX 217A
ROCHESTER IL 62523
sand and gravel (class C & D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
COUNTY LINE PIT
5 Ml SE PAXTON











3 Ml E RANTOUL






MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL






1.5 Ml. SW MAHOMET






MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL






1.5 Ml. SW MAHOMET






MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL






2 Ml SW MAHOMET






THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 125





2.5 Ml NE FLATVILLE
LOCATION: NW 23 21 N 10E
(217)379-3606
53
COUNT/ COMPANY MINE LOCATION





THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 125
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MAKCINAW
CLARENCE PIT
4.5 Ml S CLARENCE









sand (all classes) and fine gravel (class A)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PLANT NO. 3
4 Ml E RANTOUL












1 Ml SW MAHOMET











2.5 Ml SW MAHOMET












2.5 Ml N TAYLORVILLE





ELLER SAND & GRAVEL




1.5 Ml SW ROSAMOND





CLARK COUNTY, CO. SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
POBOX 126
MARSHALL, IL 62441
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PIT #1
1 Ml N DARWIN





CONNELLY & SON GRAVEL CO.





2 Ml E WESTFIELD







R. R. 2, BOX 108




N SIDE DARWIN ROAD







R. R. 1, BOX 108
WEST UNION, IL 62477
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
EAST PIT
1/2 Ml W DARWIN
LOCATION: E2 27 10N 11W
(217) 826-2800
54
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION












2 Ml S NEW MEMPHIS






BUEHNE SAND & GRAVEL LTD.
18414 KEYESPORT RD.
KEYESPORT, IL 62253
sand (all classes), seal & cover
PEARL-HAGARSTOWN
MUNIE PIT
4 Ml W KEYESPORT










1.5 Ml SE CARLYLE







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





3 Ml S CHARLESTON, RT 130











3 Ml W AETNA





MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL
DIV JOHNSTON ROAD BUILDERS, INC
P. O. BOX 197
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
sand (all classes) and gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
3 Ml W AETNA






MATTOON SAND & GRAVEL







3 Ml W AETNA






SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL
2401 PRAIRIE
MATTOON, IL 61938
trench backfill, and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
3 Ml S CHARLESTON








sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml E ELGIN






400 W. 1ST ST., P.O. BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
trench backfill sand & gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
2 Ml W BARTLETT
LOCATION: NW 32 41 N 09E
(708) 832-4000
55
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION







ST. CHARLES, IL 60175
gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
.5 Ml E ELGIN





S & S SAND COMPANY
344 E. 16TH STREET




1.5 Ml E SAUK VILLAGE





LAWRENCE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 2, BOX 108




4 Ml S HUTSONVILLE






NOBLITT SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 1
HUTSONVILLE, IL 62433
samd and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1 Ml S HUTSONVILLE





TURNER SAND & GRAVEL INC.





4.5 Ml N PALESTINE






C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217) 857-3425
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
URBAN NO. 2
7 Ml N GREENUP






C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217) 857-3425
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GREENUP PIT
7 Ml N GREENUP






C. & H. GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 4, BOX 71
TEUTOPOLIS, IL 62467
(217) 857-3425
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
7 Ml N GREENUP






SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
2401 PRAIRIE AVE.
MATTOON, IL 61938
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PIT# 1
5 Ml N GREENUP





SWEARINGEN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
2401 PRAIRIE AVE.
MATTOON, IL 61938
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
GREENUP GRAVEL PIT
7 Ml N GREENUP
LOCATION: NW 02 10N 09E
56
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION









sand and gravel all (classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4.5 Ml E BRADBURY






FLOIT SAND & GRAVEL
R. R. 1
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
FLOIT PIT
3 Ml N SYCAMORE






P. O. BOX 585
DE KALB, IL 60115-0585
sand (all classes) and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA &/OR MACKINAW
SEARS PIT
2.5 Ml NE CORTLAND







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.





1 Ml W KENNEY










sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
YARD 39
2 Ml W BLOOMINGDALE










sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
3 Ml SW BARTLETT






400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
W WARRENSVILLE







400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
REESE PIT
2 Ml SW BARTLETT











2 Ml S WINFIELD







27 W 355 BAUER RD.
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540
sand and gravel (porous granular materials)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ERB PIT
1/2 Ml N NAPERVILLE












LOCATION: NW 02 05S 01
W
57
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










1.5 Ml SW VANDALIA











2 Ml SE HAGARSTOWN









2 Ml SE HAGARSTOWN










7 Ml E RAMSEY





NORTH AMERICAN SAND & GRAVEL





.5 Ml NW VANDALIA






VANDALIA SAND AND GRAVEL CO.





1.5 Ml SW VANDALIA






P. O. BOX 507
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
sand (class A, B, & C)
HENRY-BATAVIA
TUCKER PIT
RT. 9 W GIBSON CITY







P. O. BOX 507
GIBSON CITY, IL 60936
sand (class A,B,& C) gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
McCALL PIT
2 Ml SW GIBSON CITY






KLB SAND & GRAVEL
R.R. 2, BOX 167
URBANA, IL 61801
sand (class A,B,& C) gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ROY PIT
5 Ml. SE PAXTON





SMITH SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 527




2 Ml SE GIBSON CITY







SMITH SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 527




5 Ml SW ELLIOT
LOCATION: SW 33 23N 08E
(217) 749-2311
58
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 125





3 Ml W PAXTON






THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 125
316 N. MARKET ST.
PAXTON, IL 60957
sand (class A,B,& C) gravel (class B & D)
HENRY/GLASFORD OUTWASH
YOUNG-GREEN PIT
6.5 Ml SE PAXTON






THOMAS, HOWARD GRAVEL CO.
P. O. BOX 125





6 Ml SE PAXTON











1 Ml E BUCKNER










3 Ml SW LONDON MILLS






DUCK ISLAND SAND AND GRAVEL CO
P. O. BOX 159
CANTON, IL 61520
sand (all classes) and gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY/GLASFORD OUTWASH
DUCK ISLAND PIT
5 Ml SW BANNER












3.5 Ml S LONDON MILLS





OTTER CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 166
MT. STERLING, IL 62363
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW/GLASFORD OUTWASH
HEFFREN FARM PIT
1.5 Ml SE ENION







P. O BOX 261
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
sand (class A & B) & gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
BLACK PIT
2 Ml. N. SEVILLE






SAND HILL SAND & GRAVEL
BOX 156A
AVON, IL 61415
sand (class B), gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
3 Ml W ELLISVILLE
LOCATION: SE 34 08N 01
E
59
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION



















dredge-sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
SHAWNEETOWN
























3 Ml SW NEW HAVEN











1.5 Ml S JUNCTION







DIV GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





1 Ml SW MORRIS









sand (classes A,C), gravel (class B)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTON PIT
2 Ml W MORRIS





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
R.R. 1, BOX 128




1.5 Ml E MORRIS





















3 Ml S WARSAW






WRIGHT SAND & GRAVEL




LOCATION: NW 15 05N 06W
60
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











.5 Ml SW BALD BLUFF





COLONA SAND & EXCAVATING INC.






1 Ml SE COLONA










6 Ml NE GENESEO









2 Ml SE COLONA











1/2 Ml NW HOOPPOLE





MALMSTROM TRUCKING & EXCAVATING





4 Ml N ATKINSON










.5 Ml. S HOOPPOLE











4 Ml N ATKINSON





VAN HERZEELE, P. G.
R. R. 2




4 Ml N ATKINSON











1 Ml NE COLONA











LOCATION: SW 12 26N 13W
61
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










3.5 Ml SW WATSEKA






P. O. BOX 100
CRESCENT CITY, IL 60928
sand
PARKLAND
1.5 Ml SE CRESCENT










1 Ml S MARTINTON











2 Ml SW WATSEKA





GORDON AND PRICE, INC.




1.5 Ml N GRAND TOWER











1/4 Ml W GRIMSBY WYE









4.5 Ml N NEWTON





MT. VERNON SAND CO.
3105 JAMISON




5 Ml. NE MT. VERNON











4 Ml S GALENA










sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BEVERLY S & G
.5 Ml NE ELGIN









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
EAST RIVERDALE
3.5 Ml NW CARPENTERSVILLE
LOCATION: 01 42N 07E
(312)695-8900
62
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml S ELGIN

















E. & E. HAULING
26 W 580 SHICK RD.
P. O. BOX A
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
sand (all classes) gravel (class B,C,& D)
HENRY-WASCO
BALDMOUND SITE 5
4.5 Ml W GENEVA

















400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
2.5 Ml W KANEVILLE







400 W. 1ST. ST., BOX 57
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
SCHEUTZ PIT
.25 Ml SE SLEEPY HOLLOW






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL CO.
RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542-0159










FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159




2 Ml NW SUGAR GROVE






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542-0159
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
MEREDITH PIT
2.5 Ml S ELBURN






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159




3 Ml SE KANEVILLE











2 Ml E KANEVILLE
LOCATION: NW 30 39N 07E
63
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





KANE COUNTY CONCRETE, INC.
2277 MOEN AVEN.
JOLIET, IL 60436
sand (class B & C) gravel (class A)
HENRY-WASCO/BATAVIA
KANE CO. SAND&GRAVEL
2 Ml NW SUGAR GROVE







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LASALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60601
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DUNDEE PIT
1 Ml E DUNDEE
PO BOX 128, DUNDEE







580 S. WOLF RD., BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
sand and gravel
HENRY-BATAVIA
2 Ml SE ALGONQUIN







580 S. WOLF RD., BOX 129
DES PLAINES, IL 60017
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DUNDEE PIT
1/4 Ml N CARPENTERVILLE







P. O. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
sand and gravel (all classes)
WEDRON OUTWASH
SW EDGE ELGIN






P. O. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
NAGEL PIT
EAST DUNDEE, RT 68







P. O. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ELBURN PIT
1 Ml NE KANEVILLE






VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL
40 W. 628 CAMPTON HILLS RD.
ST. CHARLES, IL 60175
sand (class A & B) gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1/2 Ml SW S. ELGIN











1.5 Ml NE PEMBROKE










4.5 Ml NW KANKAKEE











4 Ml W KANKAKEE
LOCATION: NE 04 30N 14W
64
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











4 Ml W KANKAKEE










6 M W KANKAKEE






P. O. BOX 767, RT. 4
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
sand (class B), blend sand
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
HILLSIDE PIT
6 M W KANKAKEE











.5 Ml NE ESSEX










1 Ml SW BONFIELD











1.5 Ml. NE BONFIELD






P. O. BOX 767, RT. 4
KANKAKEE, IL 60901















1 Ml SE SUN RIVER TERRACE








sand (class B), blend sand
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
CADDIE PRATT PIT
4 Ml W KANKAKEE











2 Ml. S MOMENCE






P. O. BOX 46
HOPKINS PARK, IL 60944
fine blend sand
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
.5 Ml. NE PEMBROKE
LOCATION: SW 16 30N 11W
65
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










5 Ml NW KANKAKEE











2 Ml SW MOMENCE






CONTACT DIST. 3 MATERIALS
OTTAWA, IL 61350
sand (class B), blend sand
PARKLAND/EQUALITY-DALTON
BICE PIT
1 Ml N ESSEX






FELTES SAND & GRAVEL
RT. 25, BOX 159




2 Ml NW BRISTOL






FOX RIDGE STONE CO.
6217NESOITRD.
OSWEGO, IL 60543
sand (class A & B), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
OSWEGO PIT
1 Ml W OSWEGO











3 Ml E OSWEGO






R. R. 1, BOX 252
MILLINGTON RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SCHEIDECKER PIT
.25 Ml N MILLINGDALE







THOM GRAVEL & EXCAVATING





1 Ml SE PLANO










2 Ml E ABINGDON








WEAST SAND AND GRAVEL
R.R. 1, Box 18A
DAHINDA, IL 61428
(309) 639-2291
sand (class A,B,& C)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
2 Ml W DOUGLAS










1/2 MILE S GURNEE
LOCATION: E2 22 45N 1 1
E
66
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION







PROSPECT HEIGHTS, IL 60070
sand (class B & C), trench backfill
HENRY-BATAVIA
VOLO PIT
2 Ml S FOX LAKE





















1 Ml S FOX LAKE






P. O. BOX L
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
sand (all classes), blend sand & gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
LAKE COUNTY GRADING PIT
1 Ml N LIBERTYVILLE











LAKE COUNTY GRADING PIT
2.5 Ml SW GURNEE






SPRUCE LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 408




1 Ml S FOX LAKE






THELEN SAND & GRAVEL
28955 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BARTHEL PIT
3.5 Ml W ANTIOCH






THELEN SAND & GRAVEL
28955 W. RT. 173
ANTIOCH, IL 60002
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
FOX PIT
3.5 Ml W ANTIOCH




















sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
H. RHODES PIT
2 Ml S SERENA









sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
V. MEYER PIT
1 Ml N SHERIDAN
LOCATION: SW 33 36N 05E
67
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION






P. O. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
MAYNARD PIT
3 Ml SE WEDRON






P. O BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH/ST PETER SS
DONOVAN PIT
2 Ml NE UTICA











2 Ml SE OGLESBY






P. O. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549
sand (all classes) gravel (class A & D)
CAHOKIA/GLASFORD OUTWASH
LUCEY PIT
2 Ml SE MARSEILLES





GARROW, L. S. & SONS
P.O. BOX 179
SERENA, IL 60549









GARROW, L. S., & SONS





2 Ml E MARSEILLES












1 .5 Ml NW NORWAY






















1 Ml NE OTTAWA








sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SHERIDAN #5
2 Ml NE SHERIDAN







R. R. 1, BOX 252
MILLINGTC.N RD.
SANDWICH, IL 60548
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SCHEIDECKER PIT
1 Ml NW MILLINGTON
LOCATION: SE 25 36N 05E
(815)786-8206
68
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION












6.5 Ml S MARSEILLES












1 Ml SW SENECA













1 Ml SW SENECA








NEW CAANAN, CT 06840
sand and gravel
WEDRON OUTWASH/ST. PETER
1 Ml S TROY GROVE






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P. O. BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SHERIDAN PIT
1 Ml N SHERIDAN






WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P. O. BOX 128




2 Ml N UTICA





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 128




2 Ml S TROY GROVE







WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 128




1 Ml N SHERIDAN







R. R. 1, BOX 100
ALLENDALE, IL 62410-9749
sand (class B & C), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PINKSTAFF PLANT
5 Ml. NE LAWRENCEVILLE










3.5 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE








sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4.5 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE
LOCATION: SE 15 04N 11W
(618) 943-2796
69
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





LAWRENCE COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





4 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE





MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P. O. BOX 458
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
4 Ml NE LAWRENCEVILLE






BUTLER, FRANK N., CO.
P. O. BOX 295
248 MAPLE ST.
FRANKLIN GROVE, IL 61031
sand (all classes), gravel (class C)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DURIN PIT
.5 Ml W SCARBORO













6 Ml W SHABBONA











1/2 Ml S FAIRBURY








sand and gravel (classes C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ARNOLD PIT
3 Ml W CORNELL







500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
P. O. BOX 6
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
sand (class C), gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MCDOWELL PIT
4 Ml SE PONTIAC






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (class B & C), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
TWOMEY PIT
4 Ml E LAWNDALE







GROVES, S. J. & SONS




1 Ml N LINCOLN





LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL CO.




1 Ml S LINCOLN










4 Ml W LINCOLN
LOCATION: SE 30 20N 03W
70
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











2 Ml S SCIOTA











2 Ml W MACOMB











2.5 Ml NW CRYSTAL LAKE








sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
HOFFMAN PIT
3 Ml SE HUNTLEY






















D. & Z. PIT & MILL
1.5 Ml E UNION





D. & Z. TRANSFER INC.
P. O. BOX 6
HUNTLEY, IL 60142
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-WASCO
D & Z PIT
4 Ml N HUNTLEY









D. & Z. TRANSFER INC.




GAVERS SAND & GRAVEL
1100 BORDEN LN.
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
sand (all classes), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
D. & Z. PIT & MILL
1.5 Ml E UNION
LOCATION: SW 02 43N 06E
GAVERS PIT
1 Ml W WOODSTOCK






GLACIER LAKES SAND AND GRAVEL
P.O.BOX 127
SPRING GROVE, IL 60081
sand and gravel
HENRY-BATAVIA
3 Ml SW RICHMOND





GRIEBEL SAND & GRAVEL





4 Ml S MARENGO
LOCATION: SE 14 43N 05E
71
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











2.5 Ml S MARENGO ON IL 23









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
OLD PETERS PIT
1/2 Ml S HARVARD










sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ANDERSON PIT
1 Ml. E HARVARD









trench backfill sand, gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ROCKY ROAD PIT
1.5 Ml NW ISLAND LAKE






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.
222 N. LASALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60601
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml N ALGONQUIN
ON ROUTE 31








580 SOUTH WOLF ROAD
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139












580 SOUTH WOLF ROAD
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
WEST PIT
2.5 Ml W McHENRY







P. O. BOX 129
580 SOUTH WOLF ROAD
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139













580 SOUTH WOLF ROAD
DES PLAINES, IL 60017-3139
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
PRECO YD #12
1 Ml N ALGONQUIN












2 Ml SE WOODSTOCK
LOCATION: SW 15 44N 07E
72
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION






P. O. BOX 349
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
FOX FARM PIT
1.5 Ml W WOODSTOCK





PETERSEN SAND & GRAVEL, INC.
914 WEST RT. 120
McHENRY, IL 60050-8760















1 Ml N ALGONQUIN










3 Ml N HUNTLEY









RELIABLE SAND & GRAVEL
P. O. BOX 229
ISLAND LAKE, IL 60042
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
ROAD MATERIALS CORP.
P. O. BOX 209
ALGONQUIN, IL 60102
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
RAVEN PIT
1 Ml. NW ISLAND LAKE
LOCATION: NE 18 44N 09E
MARENGO PIT
2 Ml S MARENGO






SPRING LAKE SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 127
SPRING GROVE, IL 60081
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
1 Ml W SPRING GROVE






512 N. BAY RD.




2 Ml N LAKEMOOR











P. O. BOX 6
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525-3534
(708) 482-7000
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
BAUGH, E., EXCAVATING CO.
P.O. BOX 414
NORMAL, IL 61761
trench backfill, gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PLANT # 498
.5 Ml SE CRYSTAL LAKE
LOCATION: NW 09 43N 08E
(815) 459-3077
LEROY PIT
1 Ml SW LEROY
LOCATION: NW 32 22N 04E
73
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION






















2 Ml W BLOOMINGTON










3 Ml S BLOOMINGTON







GIBSON CITY, IL 60936-9998















1 Ml W DOWNS












1/2 Ml W HEYWORTH







1523 N. COTTAGE ST.
P.O. BOX 609
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
SNYDER-HALL PIT
1 1/2 Ml W DOWNS
LOCATION:





















sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
SELLARDS PIT
2 Ml W HEYWORTH






DECATUR SAND & GRAVEL
% LINCOLN SAND & GRAVEL CO.





NW INT. HWY 27 & 28







OAKLEY SAND & GRAVEL




2.5 Ml N OAKLEY
LOCATION: SE 24 17N 03E
(217)429-8500
74
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION







P. O. BOX 6













HAGAMAN SAND & GRAVEL CO.





.5 Ml W HAGAMAN







R. R. 1, BOX 124




1 Ml SW STALLINGS

















MUNIE TRUCKING & GRAVEL CO.





1 Ml N HIGHLAND












1/2 Ml E PONTOON BCH












1 Ml E GRANITE CITY








GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
sand (classes A &B)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
PLANT 1
1.5 Ml NW COLLINSVILLE











2 Ml NW IUKA






800 N. STATE ST.
ROANOKE, IL 61561
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
BAUN PIT
1 Ml NE WILBERN
LOCATION: SW 23 29N 02W
(309) 923-3701
75
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










2 Ml E HENRY





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
VERN HENRY PIT
2 Ml SW LA ROSE







MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
STEVENS PIT
2 Ml SW LA ROSE






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.




1 Ml S MAGNOLIA






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541










MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
STADEL PIT
2 Ml NE HENRY






MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (classes C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MC QUILKIN PIT
1 Ml SW MAGNOLIA







MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 110, 101 S. MAIN ST.
LA ROSE, IL 61541
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
GOODRICH PROPERTY
2 Ml. NE HENRY









sand (all classes) and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
2 Ml. NE LACON












sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
WALNUT SAND & GRAVEL
1102 W. PUTNAM
PRINCETON, IL 61356
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
3 Ml. N LACON
LOCATION: SW 18 30N 02W
SENDELBACH PIT
3 Ml W HENRY
LOCATION: NE 13 13N 09E
(815)872-9911
76
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





WESTERN SAND & GRAVEL
R.R.1.BOX 128
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
LAIBLE PIT
3 Ml. SE MAGNOLIA
























2 Ml N MASON CITY












3 Ml SW MANITO


















MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS





4 Ml NE UNIONVILLE






MASSAC COUNTY HWY DEPT
SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
ANDERSON-JOHNSON PIT
2 Ml. NW HILLERMAN






MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
KENNEDY PIT
6 Ml NW METROPOLIS






MASSAC COUNTY HWY. DEPT.
SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
UNITY SCHOOL PIT
4 Ml E METROPOLIS






LINDELL MAY TRUCKING CO.
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
Ohio River dredge-sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA
OLD FEDERAL MATERIALS
4 Ml NW METROPOLIS
LOCATION: S2 20 15S04E
(618) 269-3313
77
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION
















































Ohio River dredge-sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA



























R. R. 1, BPX20
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
road pack, fill gravel
HENRY-MACKINAW
CIVIL CONSTRUCTORS
P. O. BOX 750
FREEPORT, IL 61032








Mcknight sand & gravel
R. R. 1




P. O. BOX 997
BYRON, IL 61010




LOCATION: NE 12 16S 4E
(618)524-8221
2 Ml S MIDDLETOWN
LOCATION: SE 25 19N 05W
1 Ml. S. PETERSBURG
LOCATION: NE 25 18N 07W
OLSON PROP.
2 Ml N JOY
LOCATION: NW 08 14N 04W
DONNELLSON QY.
5 Ml. E. DONNELLSON
LOCATION: SW 24 07N 03W
(217)534-2585
MUELLER PIT
2.5 Ml SE MEREDOSIA
LOCATION: SE 25 16N 13W
5 Ml SE SULLIVAN, RT.121
LOCATION: SW 16 13N 6E
(217)728-8814
MCGRATH PIT
2.5 Ml N FORRESTON
LOCATION: SE 15 25N 08E
(815)938-2100
2.5 Ml N FORRESTON
LOCATION: SE 16 25N 08E
MC KNIGHT PROP
3 Ml NE STILLMAN VAL




LOCATION: SW 29 25N 11E
(815)234-8044
78
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











5 Ml NE ROCHELLE







R.R. 3, BOX 29A
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
sand and gravel
PEARL
3 Ml E FORRESTON







SUB. LIVERPOOL MATERIALS CO.

















1 Ml E MAPLETON





GALENA ROAD GRAVEL INC.
5129 E. TRUITT AVE.
CHILLICOTHE, IL 61523
















1 Ml. W PEORIA






KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
4307 N. NELSON DR.
PEORIA, IL 61614
sand (class B), gravel (class D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
GILLES PROPERTY
1.5 Ml N KICKAPOO






KICKAPOO SAND & GRAVEL CO.
4307 N. NELSON DR.
PEORIA, IL 61614
sand (all classes), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-BATAVIA
DUNLAP PIT
1.5 Ml N KICKAPOO








sand (trench backfill), gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
GRANGE HALL PIT
3/4 Ml W POTTSTOWN






P. O. BOX 188
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (all classes), gravel (class B & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
RIVERSIDE MAT. PIT
2 Ml. NE CHILLICOTHE





SOUTHPORT SAND & GRAVEL
401 E. HARRISON
ELMWOOD, IL 61529
sand trench backfill, gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
MC CLINTOCK PIT
3 Ml E ELMWOOD
LOCATION: SE 10 09N 05E
79
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





STEVERS SAND & GRAVEL CO.
2423 W. FARMINGTON RD.
PEORIA, IL 61604














1.5 Ml N PRINCEVILLE











1.5 Ml W WHITE HEATH











1 .5 Ml W WHITE HEATH







DIV. MID-AMERICA SAND & GRAVEL






N SIDE INTERSTATE 72








720 E. WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
AMBROSIA CREEK
1 Ml N ATLAS






720 E. WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
sand (all classes), gravel (class B)
PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
FRED POOR FARM
3 Ml SW NEW HARTFORD






720 E. WASHINGTON ST.
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
sand (all classes), gravel (class B)
PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
2 Ml NW GRIGGSVILLE










R.R. 1, BOX 236
HANNIBAL, MO 63401-9622
(314) 735-4505
sand (all classes), gravel (class B.C & D)
CAHOKIA/PRE-ILLINOIAN OUTWASH
ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.





3 Ml W BARRY
LOCATION: NE 20 04S 06W
(217) 335-2715
MILTON PIT
1 Ml SW MONTEZUMA







R. R. 1, P.O. BOX 203
NEBO, IL 62355
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
SOUTH BRANCH
2.5 Ml. E NEBO
LOCATION: SW 22 07S 03W
80
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





PLEASANT VALE ROAD DISTRICT
R. R. 1
NEW CANTON, IL 62356
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
DUTCH CREEK PIT
4.5 Ml SW EL DARA







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
SIX MILE CREEK
2.5 Ml NW PLEASANT HILL







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
SIX MILE CREEK PIT
3 Ml NW PLEASANT HILL







PLEASANT HILL, IL 62366
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
COLD RUN CREEK PIT
3 Ml N NEBO








sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
3 Ml SW PITTSFIELD








sand (all classes), gravel (class B)
CAHOKIA
4 Ml SE PITTSFIELD








sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
1.5 Ml E SUMMER HILL








sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
2 Ml SE SUMMER HILL








sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
2 Ml E NEW HARTFORD






CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
SIX MILE CREEK
1.5 Ml N PLEASANT HILL






CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
HONEY CRK GRAVEL BAR
5 Ml NE NEBO
LOCATION: NW 28 06S 03W
81
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION






CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
4 Ml. NW NEBO






CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA
3.5 Ml E PITTSFIELD





MASSAC COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 883
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
MCCARVER PIT
2 Ml. SW ROSEBUD









fill, sand and gravel (class D)
PEORIA & ROXANA/MOUNDS GRAVEL
MOSES PIT
W EDGE MOUNDS






MOUND CITY SAND CO.
MOUND CITY, IL 62963
Ohio River dredge-sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA
OHIO RIVER
.5 Ml NE MOUNDS CITY






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
TROY EASTER PIT
3 Ml E GRAND CHAIN






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
JEROME PRICE PIT
3 Ml N OLMSTED






PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
WALTER BIERBAUM PIT
3 Ml N OLMSTED







PULASKI COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.
COUNTY SUPT. OF HIGHWAYS
P. O. BOX 97
VILLA RIDGE, IL 62996
sand and gravel (class D)
MOUNDS GRAVEL
MELVIN THURSTON PIT
3 Ml E PULASKI













2 Ml S SPRING VALLEY
LOCATION: NW 26 33N 01
82
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





OSSOLA, J. W. CONSTRUCTION CO.





1 Ml SE HENNEPIN






RT. 92 WEST, P. O. BOX 40
WALNUT, IL 61376
sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2.5 Ml NE HENNEPIN






P. O. BOX 308
TISKILWA, IL 61368
sand (blend), gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CROWDER PIT
2 Ml E PUTNAM












3 Ml SW MC NABB







P. O. BOX 606
GRANVILLE, IL 61326
sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
CHIDO GRAVEL PIT
2 Ml N GRANVILLE







1.5 Ml NW ROOTS









SOUTHERN ILLINOIS SAND CO.
1200 SWANWICK ST.
BUENA VISTA BANK BLDG.
CHESTER, IL 62233
Mississippi River dredge sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA
2 Ml SE CHESTER












1 .5 Ml SW ALBANY










BIG ISLAND DREDGE MC 51
JCT. RT. 92 & I 280




















BARSTOW DREDGE MC 52
SW BARSTOW
BOX 367, BARSTOW
LOCATION: NE 34 18N01E
(309) 757-8250
ALBANY DREDGE MC14-511
1 MIN SW ALBANY
LOCATION: SW 34 21 N 02E
(309) 757-8250
83
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










CORDOVA DREDGE MC 14-508
4.5 Ml N CORDOVA










METRO EAST SAND & SUPPLY
P.O. BOX 1070




BOX 461, R.R. 1




E EDGE EAST ST. LOUIS
LOCATION: NW 14 02N 09W
(618) 398-3838






BUCKHART SAND & GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 156
MECHANICSBURG, IL 62545-0156
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
PARKLAND/HENRY-MACKINAW
1 Ml N BUCKHART






CLEAR LAKE SAND & GRAVEL














P. O. BOX 277
BLUFFS, IL 62621















.5 Ml S RIVERTON










1.5 Ml NE SPRINGFELD



















COAL CREEK SAND & GRAVEL
R. R. 3
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
sand and gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
PLEASANT VIEW PIT
5 Ml SE RUSHVILLE




COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION








MT. STERLING, IL 62353
sand and gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
3.5 Ml. SE RIPLEY










OLD JOHN SMITH PIT
1 Ml E SUGAR GROVE










1 Ml SE SUGAR GROVE







CONTACT DIST. 6 MATERIALS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62706
sand (all classes), gravel (class D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
BRINEY PROPERTY
6 Ml S RUSHVILLE






















2 Ml SW BLUFFS












5 Ml W WINCHESTER






ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.




1.5 Ml SE BLUFFS






ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.





5 Ml NW WNCHESTER






ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.




3 Ml W WINCHESTER





ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.




3.5 Ml W WINCHESTER
LOCATION: SW 27 14N 13W
85
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





ILLINOIS VALLEY PAVING CO.





4 Ml NE FLORENCE











2 Ml W GLASGOW





PROSSER, G. W. CO.
R. R. 3
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
sand (all classes), gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
HANFLAND PIT
4 Ml SW SHELBYVILLE





SHELBY SAND & GRAVEL




3.75 Ml SW SHELBYVILLE






CULUNAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class C & D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
CASTLETON PIT
2 Ml NW CASTLETON







R. R. 1, BOX 152
WYOMING, IL 61491-9763
sand and gravel (class C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY OR PEARL
1 Ml W WYOMING











2 Ml NE FREEPORT





COX, R. E. CONSTRUCTION, INC.
P. O. BOX 277
LENA, IL 61048
sand and gravel (all classes)
PEARL
KENT GRAVEL PIT
1.5 Ml N KENT











4 Ml E LENA





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ROUTE 9 PIT







CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.





6 Ml SW PEKIN
LOCATION: SW 26 24N 06W
(309) 925-2721
86
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O.BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel(porous granular mat.,class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
2 Ml SE PEKIN






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
MACKINAW PLANT
2 Ml W MACKINAW



















CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CORNICK (POWERTON) QUARRY
2.5 Ml SW PEKIN












4.5 Ml S DEER CREEK












3.5 Ml NW HOPEDALE






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
CRABB PIT
4 Ml NE GREEN VALLEY






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P. O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (class B,C & D), gravel (class C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MC MULLEN PIT
3 Ml NW HOPEDALE












1 Ml. S PEKIN






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
HURLEY PIT
4.5 Ml SW PEKIN






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P. O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PERCY RAGAR PIT
3 Ml SW GOODFIELD
LOCATION: NW 36 25N 02W
(309) 925-2721
87
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MORRIS PIT
2 Ml NW HOPEDALE






CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
ROKEY #2
2 Ml S GOODFIELD












3 Ml NW HOPEDALE







FARMDALE SAND & GRAVEL CO.
R. R. 5
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
SW EDGE WASHINGTON





MILLER & SON CONSTRUCTION CO.
W. FIRST STREET
MACKINAW, IL 61755
sand and gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1.5 Ml NE MACKINAW








trench backfill, gravel (class D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
FARMDALE PIT
1 Ml E E PEORIA











3 Ml N HOPEDALE











1.5 Ml SE PEKIN





















1.5 Ml N ROSSVILLE











5 Ml E ROSSVILLE
LOCATION:! 1 22N 11W
88
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





PERRYSVILLE ROAD SAND & GRAVEL


























.5 Ml E PATTON












2 Ml S ST.FRANCISVILLE










6.5 Ml SE COWLING





MT. CARMEL SAND & GRAVEL
P. O. BOX 458
MT. CARMEL, IL 62863
river dredge-sand (all classes)
CAHOKIA
MT. CARMEL










4 Ml S GRAYVILLE











.5 Ml NW MAUNIE






C. J. MATERIALS CO.
14849 LYNDON ROAD
MORRISON, IL 61270
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
LYNDON PIT
.5 Ml W LYNDON





NELSON SAND & GRAVEL CO.
BOX 108
NELSON, IL 61058
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-BATAVIA
H. HOFFMAN PIT
1/2 Ml W ROCK FALLS








sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
KAY'S CORNER QUARRY
1 Ml S GALT
LOCATION: SW 25 21 N 06E
89
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





ROCK RIVER READY MIX





1.5 Ml SW ROCK FALLS






ROCK RIVER READY MIX
P. O. BOX 384
DIXON, IL 61021
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
BEHRENS PIT
3.5 Ml SW ROCK FALLS













.25 Ml S GALT
























2 Ml SE PLAINFIELD






BOUGHTON, W. TRUCKING CO.
11745 S. NAPERVILLE-PLAINFIELD RD.
PLAINFIELD, IL 60544





















P. O. BOX 2926
JOLIET, IL 60434
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
CHANNAHON PIT
2.5 Ml NE CHANNAHON






P.O. BOX 57, 400 W. 1ST. ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
BARBERS CORNERS
4.5 Ml N ROMEOVILLE






P.O. BOX 57, 400 W. 1ST. ST.
ELMHURST, IL 60126
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PLAINFIELD PIT
2 Ml NE PLAINFIELD











1 Ml SE BRAIDWOOD
LOCATION: NE 21 32N 09E
90
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION











1 Ml S BRAIDWOOD









sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
1.5 Ml NW CHANNAHON







COAL CITY, IL 60416
sand and gravel
HENRY-MACKINAW
3 Ml SW CHANNAHON
















PITRUN SAND & GRAVEL











P. O. BOX 70
MINOOKA, IL 60447
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PIT#1
1 Ml NW CHANNAHON







P. O. BOX 70
MINOOKA, IL 60447
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2 Ml N CHANNAHON








R. R. 1 , BOX 29
CUSTER PARK, IL 60418
trench backfill, blend sand
PARKLAND
4 Ml SE BRAIDWOOD








500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
BOLLINGBROOK QUARRY & PIT
4 Ml. N PLAINFIELD









500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.
COUNTRYSIDE, IL 60525
sand (all classes), gravel (class B,C & D)
HENRY-MACKINAW
PLAINFIELD SAND & GRAVEL
0.5 Ml. E PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: W2 1 1 36N 09E
(708) 482-7000
91
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION





CHERRY VALLEY SAND & GRAVEL CORP
222 SOUTH WALNUT ST.
CHERRY VALLEY, IL 61016
sand and gravel (all classes)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
CHERRY VALLEY PIT
.5 Ml S CHERRY VALLEY





ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN SAND & GRAVEL CO.
EASTERN AVE.
S. BELOIT, IL 60180
sand (all classes), gravel (class A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
ILLINOIS-WISCONSIN
S EDGE OF S. BELOIT













sand and gravel (class C)
HENRY-MACKINAW
MATERIAL SERVICE CO.
DIV. GENERAL DYAMICS CORP.
222 N. LA SALLE ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60601
(312) 372-3600
sand and gravel, concrete pipe plant
HENRY-MACKINAW
KELLEY PIT
1 Ml NW ROSCOE
LOCATION: NW 29 46N 02E
(815) 389-1858
CONCRETE PIPE PLANT
2 Ml. S BELOIT











1 Ml S ROSCOE






ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61 1 1
1











ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
NORTH SHORES PIT
2 Ml. S ROSCOE






ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61 1 1
sand and gravel (class B, C & D)
GLASFORD OUTWASH
ROCKVIEW PIT
5 Ml S ROCKFORD, BAXTER RD.












5 Ml SE ROCKFORD























2 Ml S S. BELOIT
LOCATION: NW 17 46N 02E
92
COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION










3.5 Ml S SECOR








RT. 36, 100 CASS ST.
PEORIA, IL 61604
sand and gravel (all classes)
HENRY-MACKINAW
2.5 Ml S SPRING BAY





CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P. O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand (all classes), gravel (class B & C)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
TIMBERLINE PIT
2 Ml NW CONGERVILLE







CULLINAN, R. A. & SONS, INC.
P.O. BOX 166
TREMONT, IL 61568
sand and gravel (class D)
CAHOKIA/HENRY-MACKINAW
ROKEY #1
2 Ml SE GOODFIELD












2 Ml E GOODFIELD







EUREKA SAND & GRAVEL
61 1 STATE ST., P. O. BOX 223
EUREKA, IL 61530
sand (class B & C), gravel (class C & D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
QUAST PIT
3 Ml S EUREKA











5 Ml SE SECOR












4 Ml NE CONGERVILLE











4 Ml SW KAPPA










2.5 Ml SW KAPPA





MIDWEST SAND & GRAVEL
101 S. MAIN, BOX 110





COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION























sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
PEORIA CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.
1515 N. BROADWAY ST.
PEORIA, IL 61606
sand (all classes) gravel (class A)
HENRY-MACKINAW
POWLEY SAND & GRAVEL CO.
DIV. OF SENECA PETROLEUM
R. R. 1, BOX 4 A
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611











4 Ml SE EUREKA
LOCATION: NE 26 26N 01
W
SPRING BAY PIT
2.5 Ml S SPRING BAY
LOCATION: SW 23 27N 04W
(309) 566-8361
1 Ml S SPRING BAY ON RT. 26
LOCATION: SE 02 27N 04W
(309) 822-8877
ARMSTRONG PIT
2 Ml. SE ROANOKE
LOCATION: NW 24 27N 01
KUEBLER PIT
1 Ml. NE SECOR


















sand and gravel (class D)
WEDRON OUTWASH
5 Ml NW METAMORA
LOCATION: SW 34 28N 03W
SCHIRER PIT
3 Ml NW METAMORA










1 Ml S SPRING BAY





YERGLER SAND & GRAVEL CO.




.5 Ml S KAPPA











ILLINOIS SLAG & BALLAST CO.
2817 E. 99TH ST.
CHICAGO, IL 60617
SLAG PROCESS SCRAP RECLAMATION
HECKETT CO
612 NORTH MAIN ST.
BUTLER, PA 16001
4 Ml. W. KINCAID







































NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
ILLINOIS POWER CO.
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
21ST& OMAHA STS.
P. O. BOX 398
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
BASE AND BITUMINOUS AGGREGATE
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.
HULL RD.
ALTON, IL 62002
ST. LOUIS SLAG PRODUCTS CO.INC
DIV. LAFARGE CORP.
P. O. BOX 430
GRANITE CITY, IL 62040
BLAST FURNACE
CENTRAL ILLINOIS POWER
P. O. BOX 306
COFFEEN, IL 62016
INTERNATIONAL MILL SERVICE CO.











612 NORTH MAIN ST.
BUTLER, PA 16001
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS POWER COOP
RT. 4, BOX 255
MARION, IL 62959
WAUKEGAN STATION
GREENWOOD & LK. MICH
S. EDGE N. CHICAGO





LOCATION: SW 19 03N 09W
(618)451-7840
ACBF SLAG
20TH & EDWARDSVILLE RD.
LOCATION: SE 19 03N 09W
(618)452-8120
2 Ml. SW COFFEEN
LOCATION: SE 10 07N 03W
W. IL POWER CO.
1 Ml. S PEARL
LOCATION: NE 15 07S 02W
WET BOTTOM SLAG
SE EDGE SPRINGFIELD




6 Ml S MARION













7 Ml. N QUINCY
LOCATION: SW 25 01 N 09W
95







DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY





1.5 Ml. S QUINCY
LOCATION: SW 13, SE 14,







DIV. J. M. HUBER CORP.
3150 GARDNER EXPRESSWAY





3 M. S. QUINCY













2 Ml S LORAINE























5 Ml E QUINCY
LOCATION: SW 01 02S 08W
(217)885-3284
VINSON, GEORGE PROP.
2 Ml SW LIMA

























1 Ml SE RICHFIELD



















KISHWAUKEE SAND & GRAVEL
5610 PIKE RD.
P. O. BOX 2054




3 Ml SW BELVIDERE
LOCATION: NE 09 43N 03E
(815)543-0356
96














LEE, CHARLES & SON




ROCKFORD SAND & GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.










1 Ml S IRENE
LOCATION: SE 32 43N 03E
(815) 547-7141
IRENE QUARRY
3 Ml. SW BELVIDERE
LOCATION: NW 09 43N 03E
(815)654-4700
STATE STREET QUARRY
4 Ml. W BELVIDERE












7 Ml SW MT. STERLING



































2 Ml. SE DEERPLAIN

















5 Ml S HARDIN










2 Ml NE BELLEVIEW





WEST LAKE QUARRY & MATERIAL CO.





5 Ml W GOLDEN EAGLE












3.5 Ml. N SAVANNA
LOCATION: SW 23 25N 03E
97













2 Ml. N COLETA











1.5 Ml. NE MILLEDGEVILLE











.5 Ml. S MILLEDGEVILLE











.5 Ml. E MT. CARROLL












7.5 Ml. NW MT. CARROLL












1 Ml. NW LANARK











1 Ml. N GEORGETOWN












2.5 Ml. NE MILLEDGEVILLE

























R.R. 3, BOX 29A




2 Ml. NW WACKER
LOCATION: SW 18 24N 04E
V. MC KENNA
3.5 Ml NW LANARK
LOCATION: SW 14 25N 05E
ARTMAN QUARRY
3 Ml. SE SHANNON
LOCATION: SE 32 25N 07E
(815) 244-8933
98








R.R. 3, BOX 29A




5 Ml. NE SAVANNA








R.R. 3, BOX 29A













R.R. 3, BOX 29A




2 Ml. E THOMSON








R.R. 3, BOX 29A
MT. CARROLL, IL 61053
A,C,D,G,H,I,J,K,L,M
GALENA/PLATTEVILLE
INC. J. TURNBAUGH QUARRY
2 Ml. W MT. CARROLL












1 Ml NW BROOKVILLE












7 Ml W PANA







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS




1.5 Ml SE MARSHALL














2 Ml SE CASEY







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





2.5 Ml NE CHARLESTON
LOCATION: SE 32 13N 10E
(217)345-6292
99







DIV. VAN TARBLE & SONS





2.5 Ml NE CHARLESTON











1 Ml W LEMONT





















































JOLIET RD & 55TH ST
MC COOK #378







P. O. BOX 585




2.5 Ml. NE CORTLAND












1 Ml S FAIRDALE














3 Ml N SYCAMORE
LOCATION: NE 12 41 N 04E
100












1.5 Ml SE TUSCOLA










1 Ml S RAMSEY












6 Ml N ST. ELMO










3.25 Ml SW GLASGOW






































1.5 Ml E HILLVIEW












4.5 Ml E CARTHAGE












W CTY LTS HAMILTON






O'NEAL, R. L. & SONS




E. MC DANIEL QUARRY
3 Ml NW PLYMOUTH













1 .5 Ml S BASCO
LOCATION: SW 35 04N 07W
(217) 357-2183
101






DRAVO BASIC MATERIALS CO.





2 Ml E CAVE-IN-ROCK






HARDIN COUNTY MATERIALS CO.




QUARRY #2 (D & S)
2 Ml N CAVE-IN-ROCK






HARDIN COUNTY MATERIALS CO.




QUARRY #1 (R & B)
1.5 N CAVE-IN-ROCK






HARDIN COUNTY MATERIALS CO.





1 Ml. N SHELTERVILLE










3 Ml NW CAVE-IN-ROCK













.5 Ml NE DALLAS CITY













1 Ml. W. BIGGSVILLE












2 Ml. SE MEDIA











3 Ml E MEDIA











CLEVELAND QUARRY MC 31
E CLEVELAND
LOCATION: SE 31 18N 02E
(309) 762-5541
102




















8 Ml W ASHKUM
LOCATION: NW 16 28N 10E
KINKAID #1 QUARRY
5 Ml SW AVA













4 Ml E HARDIN











2 Ml S FIELDON










1.5 Ml. NE E DUBUQUE











3 Ml SW WARREN











2.5 Ml SW STOCKTON












2.5 Ml E PLEASANT VALLEY











1.5 Ml E WARREN











4 M N STOCKTON











5 Ml SE GALENA
















2 Ml E MENOMINEE













1 Ml S. GALENA













4 Ml E GALENA











J & T QUARRY













1.5 Ml S SCALE MOUND












1 Ml E MENOMINEE












.5 Ml N COUNCIL HILL












1 Ml W ELIZABETH












1 Ml E SCHAPVILLE












1.5 Ml NW HANOVER












2.5 Ml S HANOVER
LOCATION: SW 28 26N 02E
(815) 777-2487
104












3 Ml S GUILFORD







7147 RT. 84 NORTH





3.5 Ml N GALENA













1.5 Ml SW WARREN












2.5 Ml N STOCKTON












2.5 Ml SW NORA













2 Ml NW STOCKTON












3 Ml SE E.DUBUQUE











3.5 Ml SW NORA




















.5 Ml NW PLEASANT VALLEY
LOCATION: SE & NW 21 26N 04E
BELK QUARRY
2 Ml S STOCKTON
LOCATION: SW 24 27N 04E
105












.5 Ml S APPLE RIVER







R.R. 3, Box 29A




3 Ml S HANOVER








R.R. 3, Box 29A












R.R. 3, Box 29A




4 Ml S STOCKTON








R.R. 3, BOX 29A
















1 .5 Ml SW SCHAPVILLE












2.5 Ml NE WOODBINE












5 Ml SE GALENA
























7 Ml E GALENA
LOCATION: NE 16 28N 02E
(815)777-2487
106













3 Ml S CYPRESS ON RT. 37












2.5 Ml NE BUNCOMBE





CONCO WESTERN STONE CO.
P. O. BOX 128












670 S. MCLEAN BLVD.




2 Ml SW S ELGIN














2 Ml SE BIG ROCK
LOCATION: SE 26 38N 06E






VAN ACKER SAND & GRAVEL




.5 Ml SW S. ELGIN










2.5 Ml S MANTENO













3.5 Ml W. MANTENO














7 Ml W KANKAKEE














2 Ml E MOMENCE
LOCATION: NE 11 31 N 14E
(815) 472-4743
107













1.5 Ml E LISBON












7.5 Ml N MORRIS












4 Ml. SW ABINGDON













2 Ml SW SHERIDAN










TROY GROVE QUARRY MC 46
.25 Ml E TROY GROVE
P. O. BOX 82












VERMILION QUARRY MC 47
4 Ml NE TONICA







P. O. BOX 128
111 N. SPAULDING
SPRING VALLEY, IL 61362
C,G,H,I,J,K
SHAKOPEE
.5 Ml SW UTICA







P. O. BOX 295




2 Ml E LEE CENTER







P. O. BOX 295












P. O. BOX 295




1/2 Ml NE DIXON
LOCATION: NW 27 22N 09E
(815) 456-2327
108












2.5 Ml SW DIXON




































1 Ml NW ASHTON

























2.5 Ml W ELDEN













4 Ml W DIXON












.5 Ml NE ASHTON

















ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
P. O. BOX 140





4 Ml NW FAIRBURY
LOCATION: SW 19 27N 06E
(815)692-2361
109






ARNOLD, H. CONSTRUCTION CO.
P.O. BOX 140




3 Ml E OCOYA





















3 Ml E OCOYA
LOCATION: NE 22 27N 05E
(815)844-6341
ROWE QUARRY
3.5 Ml NW PONTIAC





















5 Ml. S. PONTIAC
CO. HWY #10
LOCATION: SE 22 27N 05E
(815) 842-2333
OLD CHENOA STONE
3 Ml NE CHENOA












4 Ml W & 3 Ml N FAIRBURY












1 Ml NE PONTIAC






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.






2 Ml W FAIRBURY






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.








1.5 Ml N PONTIAC






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.






1 .5 Ml N PONTIAC
LOCATION: SE 10 28N 05E
(815) 844-7161
110






VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.






3 Ml E OCOYA







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





4 Ml WSW LINCOLN












COLCHESTER QUARRY C S 51
1 Ml. W. COLCHESTER
LOCATION: NE 1 1 05N 04W










1.5 Ml N TENNESSEE












2 Ml NW GILLESPIE



















LOHR, C. M. INC.





3.5 Ml. NW GODFREY



























2.5 Ml NE ATHENS
LOCATION: NW 19 18N 05W
(217) 636-8788
111














2.5 Ml NE ATHENS











3 Ml NW VIOLA












1.5 Ml. NE VALMEYER






QUALITY STONE CO., INC.
306 N. MARKET




3 Ml S WATERLOO







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






2 Ml N NOKOMIS






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






2 Ml N NOKOMIS






DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.





HULCHER - YARD #15
2 Ml NW NOKOMIS











3 Ml N NOKOMIS












2 Ml NE CHANA
LOCATION: NE 14 23N 11E
112






BENESH, STEVE & SONS





5 Ml N OREGON






P. O. BOX 295, 248 MAPLE ST.




5 Ml S OREGON







DIV. OF BAECO INC.





1.5 Ml. E BYRON













4 Ml N LEAF RIVER












1 Ml W FORRESTON












1 Ml N MONROE CENTER






















LOCATION: NE 18 42N01E
(815) 562-4803
LARSON QUARRY
1/2 Ml S STILLMAN VALLEY
























MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LN.




2 Ml E ROCHELLE
LOCATION: NW 20 40N 02E
(815) 562-4803
PRINDLE QUARRY
6 Ml SE OREGON




LOCATION: NW 17 23N 08E
113






MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LN.
MT. MORRIS, IL 61054
crushed stone
GALENA
2 Ml W MT. MORRIS





MOUNT MORRIS STONE CO.
12 ORCHARD LN.




4 Ml SW BYRON










1 Ml NW OREGON











1 Ml NE OREGON












4 Ml S MT. MORRIS












2 Ml NW LEAF RIVER





ROCHELLE STONE & ASPHALT CO.
DIV. LEN TROVENO CONSTRUCTION CO.
P. O. BOX 1067, LASALLE RD.












P. O. BOX 130




3 Ml W LEAF RIVER











1/2 Ml. NW BYRON





RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





5 Ml NE ROCHELLE












1 Ml NW ADELINE
LOCATION: SE 19 25N 09E
(815)938-3311
114












1.5 Ml W POLO












4 Ml S MT. MORRIS












1 Ml S BYRON












5 Ml SW FORRESTON












1 .5 Ml SW FORRESTON











4 Ml E BAILEYVILLE











2 Ml S LEAF RIVER






























CALLENDER, V.H. CONSTRUCTION CO.









3 Ml NE PRINCEVILLE
LOCATION: NE 08 11N 07E
(309) 385-4516
2 Ml. N PERRY
LOCATION: NW 16 03S 03W
FRED POOR FARM
3 Ml SW NEW HARTFORD
LOCATION: SW 02 06S 05W
115

































































































5 Ml SW VALLEY CITY
LOCATION: NW 20 04S 02W
N EDGE PEARL
LOCATION: NW 10 07S 02W
MONTEZUMA QUARRY
1 Ml N MONTEZUMA
LOCATION: NW 12 06S 02W
1.5 Ml N MONTEZUMA
LOCATION: SW 01 06S 02W
J. SWARTZ
2 Ml S FLORENCE
LOCATION: NE 26 05S 02W
INDEPENDENCE NO. 2
4 Ml N NEBO
LOCATION: SE 29 06S 03W
FLORENCE QUARRY CS 33
.75 Ml N FLORENCE
LOCATION: NW 10 05S 02W
(217) 723-4410
KINDERHOOK QUARRY CS 37
1 Ml E KINDERHOOK
LOCATION: NE 19 04S 06W
(217)432-8022
2 Ml N EL DARA
LOCATION: NW 05 05S 05W
FESLER FARM CS 34
3 Ml W BARRY
LOCATION: NE 20 04S 06W
(217 335-2615
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3 Ml W PEARL












4 Ml S OF EDDYVILLE













1.5 Ml. NW ULLIN













1.5 Ml NWPR DU ROCH





















3 Ml. NW CHESTER




1 Ml. SE MILAN

























MIDWAY STONE MC 45
1.5 Ml NOSBORN











ALLIED STONE MC 30
NE MILAN
LOCATION: SW 13 17N 02
117












1 Ml NE DUPO












2.5 Ml. NE COLUMBIA












.5 Ml SE DUPO






FALLING SPRINGS QUARRY CO.
SUB. CASPER-STOLLE QUARRY





EAST ST LOUIS QUARRY
FALLING SPRINGS





QUALITY STONE CO., INC.
306 N. MARKET ST.















7 Ml S RUSHVILLE






P. O. BOX 3




1 Ml W FREDERICK







P. O. BOX 3




2 Ml E BROOKLYN











3 Ml SW GLASGOW











4.5 Ml W STEWARDSON
LOCATION: SW 25 10N 04E
118






BARKER DIGGING & QUARRY





1 Ml SE ROCK CITY












2 Ml S FREEPORT























1 Ml E FREEPORT











5 Ml E DAKOTA











1 Ml NE FREEPORT











3 Ml W PEARL CITY

















COX, R. E., CONSTRUCTION, INC.





1.5 Ml N KENT





COX, R. E., CONSTRUCTION, INC.





.5 Ml NE LENA











1 .5 Ml WWINSLOW
LOCATION: 28 29N 06E
119













.5 Ml NW FREEPORT























3 Ml SW ORANGEVILL












2.5 Ml SW ORANGEVILL












5 Ml W WINSLOW












1.5 Ml NE LENA






RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





3.5 Ml E GERMAN VALLEY






RYAN, P. W. & SONS, INC.





5 Ml W WINSLOW























3 Ml E RIDOTT
LOCATION: NW 36 27N 09E
BROWNSMILL QUARRY
5 Ml SE FREEPORT
LOCATION: SW 12 26N 08E
120













3 Ml N FREEPORT











1 Ml W FREEPORT











3 Ml N RIDOTT











4 Ml N FREEPORT











1.5 Ml SW ROCK GROVE











2.5 Ml S PEARL CITY










5 Ml NE SHANNON


























5 Ml. S JONESBORO







DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.






2 Ml S FAIRMOUNT
LOCATION: NE 21 18N 13W
(217) 733-2151
121













1 Ml NW ST. AUGUSTINE







1420 N. MAIN ST.




3.5 Ml W MONMOUTH







P.O. BOX J, 18TH & WATERWK












P. O. BOX 295
248 MAPLE ST.




1 Ml SE EMERSON









FT. ATKINSON OR GALENA
N STERLING











3 Ml. S ALBANY











H & H SIERS
6 Ml E COLETA






R.R. 3, BOX 29A




1.5 Ml E ALBANY







R.R. 3, Box 29A












R.R. 3, Box 29A





LOCATION: NW 19 22N 04E
(815)244-8933
122















R.R. 3, Box 29A








BOUGHTON, W. TRUCKING CO.





4.5 Ml W COLETA
LOCATION: SE 02 22N 05E
(815)244-8933
2 Ml SE PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: SW 13 36N 09E
(815)436-2041
119THST. PLAINFIELD
































JOLIET SAND & GRAVEL





4.5 Ml N ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: SW 03 37N 10E
(312)832-4000
PLAINFIELD QUARRY
3 Ml N PLAINFIELD
LOCATION: SW 36 37N 09E
(312) 832-4000
SAM MARCHIO
LOCATION: SE 15 35N 10E
(815) 727-9285
2.5 Ml W ROCKDALE















DIV. GENERAL DYNAMICS CORP.










VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.




SUGAR RUN THROUGH FT. ATKINSON
ROMEOVILLE QUARRY
1 Ml W ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: NW 10 36N 10E
(312)372-3600
E & E HAULING QUARRY
3 Ml NE PLAINFIELD




LOCATION: NE 21 35N 10E
(815)726-5285
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VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.
500 W. PLAINFIELD RD.





VULCAN MATERIALS, MIDWEST DIV.







1 Ml NE ROMEOVILLE
LOCATION: NE 26 37N 10E
BOLLINGBROOK QUARRY & PIT
4 Ml N PLAINFIELD





















1 Ml E PECATONICA
LOCATION: NW 27 27N 10E
(815) 239-1414
CURTISS QUARRY
2.5 Ml SW CHERRY VALLEY











1 Ml SE ROCKFORD
























.5 Ml N ROCKFORD











2.5 Ml W DURAND











2 Ml S ROSCOE











2 Ml SE ROSCOE
LOCATION: SW 1 1 45N 02E
124












1 Ml E SHIRLAND





ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.




2.5 Ml NW ROCKFORD







ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.





1 Ml E PECATONICA






ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.











ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.





5 Ml S ROCKFORD, BAXTER RD.










ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
H.I.J.K
PLATTEVILLE
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.




1 Ml NW ROCKTON




2 Ml NE LOVES PARK


















ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
A,C,D,G,H,I,J,K,L
GALENA
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
I.J.K
GALENA/PLATTEVILLE
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
C,G,I,J,K
PLATTEVILLE
ROCKFORD SAND AND GRAVEL CO.
5290 NIMTZ RD.




3 Ml SE ROCKFORD
LOCATION: SE 33 44N 02E
(815) 654-4700
BLACKS QUARRY
1 Ml S ROCKTON




6 Ml SE DURAND
LOCATION: SE 36 28N 10E
(815) 654-4700
FOSS RACE TRACK QUARRY
2.5 Ml NE ROSCOE
LOCATION: NE 14 46N 02E
(815) 654-4700
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WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





2 Ml SW CHERRY VALLEY
LOCATION: SE 09 43N 02E
LEVINGS QUARRY
.5 Ml W ROCKFORD
LOCATION: NW 29 44N 01
E
(815) 332-3333
3 Ml SW PECATONICA
LOCATION: NW 36 27N 10E
WILKE PROP. QUARRY
1.5 Ml N DURAND
LOCATION: NE 34 29N 10E
RICHARDSON QUARRY
NE DURAND
LOCATION: SW 11 28N 10E
TRUMAN, ED QUARRY
2 Ml SW ROCKTON
LOCATION: SE 27 46N 01
E
AUSTIN QUARRY
2 Ml N SHIRLAND
LOCATION: SE 35 29N 11E
2 Ml N WEMPLETON
LOCATION: NW 18 27N 11E
SELDON QUARRY
2 Ml N DURAND
LOCATION: NW 34 29N 10E
ETHERLY
2 Ml NW ROCKFORD





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





3 Ml E PECATONICA
LOCATION: NW 25 27N 1 1
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WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





.5 Ml SE SEWARD





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





3 Ml NE PECATONICA





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




3 Ml SW ROCKFORD





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.




FISH HATCHERY ROAD PIT
4 Ml NE PECATONICA





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.











WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





4.5 Ml W NEW MILFORD






WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





3.5 Ml SW ROSCOE





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





2 Ml SW ROCKFORD





WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





4 Ml NW ROCKTON






WINNEBAGO COUNTY HIGHWAY DEPT.





2 Ml S DURAND
























WOOD RIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
P. O. BOX 262
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
MOBIL OIL CORP.
P. O. BOX 874
JOLIET, IL 60434
UNION OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA



























LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.
2529 S. SPRIGG ST.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63702
silica for portland cement
CLEAR CREEK













LOCATION: NW 15 14S 02W
(314)335-5591
BIRK QUARRY
LOCATION: NE 28 14S 02W
(618) 747-2338
BIRK MINE












STRONG-LITE PRODUCTS CORP. OF ILLINOIS
1120 OAK STREET
DE KALB, IL 60115
Processing Only





1ST & MOUND STREETS
GIRARD, IL 62640




















COUNTY COMPANY MINE LOCATION
ZINC, secondary
BUREAU THE NEW JERSEY ZINC CO.
011 THIRD ST. DEPUE, IL 61322
PALMERTON, PA 18071 (815) 447-2155
PRODUCT: zinc
COOK ILLINOIS SMELTING & REFINING
031 3649 SOUTH ALBANY ST. CHICAGO
CHICAGO, IL 60632 (312) 376-1900
PRODUCT: zinc
129



